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Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility
As a part of Beijing Electron Positron Collider （BEPC）project, Beijing Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (BSRF) (http://english.bsrf.ihep.cas.cn) was constructed almost in parallel with BEPC and
has been opened to users since 1991. After the upgrading project of BEPCII, BSRF runs in 2.5GeV
full-energy injection and 250mA beam current in the dedicated mode of synchrotron radiation. The
intensity of hard X-ray has increased one magnitude and the stability was also improved greatly.

Fig 1 Beamline Map of BSRF

Currently, there are 3 experimental halls（12#，13#，15#）, 5 insertion devices，14 beamlines and
14 experimental stations at BSRF. The synchrotron radiation light of BSRF covers the energy from
vacuum ultraviolet to hard X-ray, and supports many kinds of experimental techniques, such as
X-ray topography, X-ray Imaging, Small Angle X-ray Scattering, Diffuse X-ray Scattering,
Biological Macromolecule Structure, X-ray Fluorescence Analysis ， X-ray Absorption Fine
Structure ， Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Circular Dichroism Spectra, Soft X-ray Calibration,
Mid-energy X-ray Optics, High Pressure Structure, LIGA and X-ray lithography, which can be
applied to lots of fundamental and applied researches, such as Condensed Matter Physics, High
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Pressure Physics, Chemistry, Material Science, Biology, Goescience, Environmental Science,
Micro-electronics, Micromachining, Metrology, Optics and Probing Technique.
The accumulated experimental time for the dedicated mode of synchrotron radiation is at least
three months per year. Additionally, six beamlines (Mid-energy X-ray Station, Soft X-ray
Absorption Spectroscopy Station, Photoelectron Spectroscopy Station, Vacuum Ultraviolet Station,
Small Angle X-ray Scattering Station and Macromolecular Crystallography Station) could also run
while BEPCII was working for high energy physics, which is called as coupling mode and supplies
more experimental time to users. Totally, BSRF could supply beamtime to upwards of 500
experiments for over 1000 users from more than 100 institutes and universities at home and abroad.
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2013 Operation

2013 Operation of BSRF
Two rounds of dedicated synchrotron radiation running were offered in 2013. The first round
was from 9th June to 19th July; the second round was from 22th September to 4th November.
In the first round of dedicated synchrotron radiation running, 801.47 hours’ effective beamtime
was offered to users, 275 proposals from 106 research institutes at home and 5 research institutes
abroad were supported. 14 beamlines were opened to users. The research fields of the proposals
included condensed matter physics, life science, chemistry and chemical engineering, material
science, medical science, environmental science, etc. Lots of good experimental results were
obtained.
In the second round of dedicated synchrotron radiation running, 914.56 hours’ effective
beamtime was offered to users, 298 proposals from 109 research institutes at home and 4 research
institutes abroad were supported and 14 beamlines were all opened to users. During running of this
round, the remote experimental mode of 4B8-Vacuum Ultraviolet Experimental Station (VUV) was
extended to abroad. Dr. G. Korpe from Unicersity of Shri Shivaji, India has contacted with the staff
of the station by email and sent the samples to BSRF, then done the vacuum ultraviolet fluorescence
experiments at home successfully. The time-resolved ability of 1W2A-SAXS station was reached to
10ms in condition of high temperature and quick stretching; The in-situ experiments of 4B9A-XRD
station was developed in complex conditions (temperature, pressure, components), and has been
successfully used for the structure research of catalyst. These new methods has improved the
experimental support ability of BSRF and made a good basis for the outcoming of high level.
The Vacuum Ultraviolet Experimental Station (VUV), Mid-energy X-ray Experimental Station,
Soft X-ray Optics Station and Small Angle X-ray Scattering Station, Photoemission Spectroscopy
and Macromolecular crystallography kept open to users in the coupling mode and have supplied
experimental time for 57 proposals. The successful running in the coupling mode gained more
beamtime for BSRF. Furthermore, it’s more convenient to arrange the beamtime for users and
significant to the urgently needed national research items.
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Fig.1 Users of 4B7B-Soft X-ray Optics Station (left) and 4W2-High Pressure X-ray Diffraction Station (right)
were collecting experimental data.
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Donor–acceptor copolymers containing quinacridone and benzothiadiazole
for thin film transistors
Among all organic semiconductors for OFETs, π-conjugated polymers are extensively investigated
because of their facile film formation and mechanical flexibility for plastic electronics. However, due
to poor packing and lack of macroscopic order of those materials, charge carrier mobilities are
generally low in polymer devices, and this limits their commercialization. Donor-acceptor
conjugated polymers are good choices for semiconductors, because adjustable planarity of polymer
backbone by combination of different electron-rich and electron-deficient units and their closer
intermolecular π-π stacking in view of the attractive forces between donor and acceptor units are
beneficial for the high performance. In this work, they have designed and synthesized two
donor-acceptor copolymers, PQB and PQBOC8, containing a donor component quinacridone and an
acceptor component benzothiadiazole. Two additional alkoxy chains were inserted into
benzothiadiazole of PQBOC8 to tailor photophysical and electrochemical properties of polymers. As
a result, two polymers exhibited remarkably different field-effect behavior. Indeed, PQB revealed
highly disordered film microstructure and a hole mobility of 5.77×10-3 cm2·
V−1·
s−1，while PQBOC8
exhibited a hole mobility of up to 0.30 cm2·
V−1·
s−1 in ambient. With the help of GIXRS, this group
demonstrated that the structural modification by insertion of two alkoxy chains into polymer
backbone plays an important role in determining the supermolecular organization, the film
microstructure, and thus the charge carrier transport.

The structure of two polymers and (a) out of plane X-ray diﬀractograms. (b) in-plane grazing
incidence X-ray diﬀractograms for PQB and PQBOC8 thin ﬁlms. Schematic illustrations of PQB (c)
and PQBOC8 (d) organization on the surface.

Naphthalenediimide-Benzothiadiazole Copolymer Semiconductors: Rational
Molecular Design for Air-Stable Ambipolar Charge Transport
Ambipolar polymer semiconductors，which transport both holes and electrons, are superior to
3
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the other materials in fabricating integrated circuits, showing low power dissipation, wide noise
margins, and higher robustness. And they also have the potential in the application of sensors,
light-emitting transistors, organic solar cells. Although lots of efforts have been paid to ambipolar
polymer semiconductors by chemists, high performance ones is still rare. Most existed ambipolar
polymer semiconductors are usually sensitive to ambient conditions, or low mobility and unbalanced
hole and electron transport ability, which hindered its practical applications, especially, for utilizing
the superior rheological properties of polymer materials in the printing process. A team from Key
Laboratory of Photochemistry, Institute of Chemistry Chinese Academy of Science has gained
insight into the structure-performance relationships of air-stable ambipolar polymer semiconductors.
Their research has been published on June 11th, 2013 in Chemistry of Materials.

Figure 1 Structure of polymers and Transfer curves of polymer based BG/TC OFET
The team obtained air-stable ambipolar polymeric semiconductors via rational design and
synthesis, that covalently connecting naphthalenediimide (NDI) units with benzothiadiazole (BZ)
through thiophene (T) linkers, namely, PNDI-mT(BZ)mT (m = 1, 2). The results demonstrated that
well-coplanar mT(BZ)mT moieties as a whole act as donors rather than acceptors reported in previous
studies. Decreasing the number of thiophene linkers from m = 2 to 1 lowers both LUMO and HOMO
energy levels. As a result, the carriers in organic thin film transistors (OTFTs) could be switched
from unipolar p-channel only to ambipolar transport. In ambient conditions, PNDI-2T(BZ)2T
presents an average hole mobility of 0.07 （±0.02）cm2V−1s−1, while PNDI-T(BZ)T exhibits balanced
ambipolar charge transport in a bottom-gate/top-contact device architecture, the average electron and
hole mobilities was 0.05 （±0.02）(μe) and 0.1 （±0.03）(μh) cm2V−1s−1, respectively. The results
demonstrated an efficient approach to enhance the hole mobilities of NDI-based polymers without
sacrificing the electron mobilities.
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Figure 2 Grazing Incidence X-ray Scattering（GIXD) pattern of polymer films: a) Out-of-plane,
b) in-plane
The analysis of GIXD data obtained at Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility（BSRF)
suggested that both PNDI-mT(BZ)mT and m =1, 2 polymers adopt solely the edge-on packing in thin
films after annealing, in which π−π stacking of polymer backbones is oriented parallel to the
dielectric layer of OTFTs and favored for the charge carrier transport. The interlayer distance of
PNDI-mT(BZ)mT and m =1,2 polymers, is 23.1 and 21.2 Å, respectively, while the interchain π−π
stacking (3.82 Å) of PNDI-T(BZ)T backbones indicated an more ordered arrangement than that of
PNDI-2T(BZ)2T within layered structures.
The research on the relationship between the molecule structure of the polymers and their
optoelectronic properties may provide an insight for design new high performance ambipolar
polymer semiconductors. Synchrotron sources have helped the team to unveil the molecular
arrangement of the NDI-BZ based polymer in solid-states. "However, there relationships between the
solid-state molecular stacking and the performance of more polymer semiconductor are needed to be
explored. More brilliant synchrotron beams would surely help to examine weaker interchain π−π
stacking of the polymers that we have already got." explains Hongbing Fu, the team leader and
professor of Key Laboratory of Photochemistry, Institute of Chemistry Chinese Academy of Science.

Naphthalenediimide-Based Copolymers Incorporating Vinyl-Linkages for
High-Performance Ambipolar Field-Effect Transistors and
Complementary-Like Inverters under Air
Polymer field-effect transistors (FETs) have obtained tremendous attentions for worldwide
academic and industrial researchers, due to their potential applications in low-cost flexible
optoelectronic devices. Recently, significant progress has been made in the development of
5
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high-performance unipolar polymer semiconductors, exhibiting air-stable p-type or n-type mobilities
exceeding commercially practical values. Additionally, by combining distinct p- and n-type
semiconductors, some ambipolar complementary-like inverters have been successfully developed.
However, this kind of inverter suffers from complex and time-consuming fabrication processes due
to the requirements for lateral patterning of two distinct semiconductors. To minimize these complex
processes, developing ambipolar polymers might be one of feasible approaches. A team from organic
solid laboratory of Institute of Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences has reported the synthesis of
two

novel

donor–acceptor

copolymers

poly{[N,

N’-bis(alkyl)-1,4,5,8-naphthalene

diimide-2,6-diyl-alt-5,5′-di(thiophen-2-yl)-2,2′-(E)-2-(2-(thiophen-2-yl)vinyl)thiophene]}

(PNVTs)

based on naphthalenediimide (NDI) acceptor and (E)-2-(2-(thiophen-2-yl)vinyl)thiophene donor, and
explored their ambipolarity characteristics. Their research has been published on September 5th, 2013
in Chemistry of Materials.

The team demonstrated that electron mobilities of PNVT-8 and PNVT-10 FETs based three
different device destructs are all higher than that of P(NDI2OD-T2) reported by previous literatures.
Their FET devices gained 0.10~0.30 cm2/Vs in hole mobilities. To our delighted, the
vinyl-containing PNVTs-based FETs exhibited an air-stable ambiploar characteristic in ambient (20
6
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~ 40% air humidity), with the simultaneous enhancements of hole and electron mobilities of 0.30 and
1.57 cm2 V1 s1, respectively. These mobilities are among the highest values observed to date for
NDI-based polymers. Therefore, we provide an effectively approach to enhance ambiploar charge
transport for NDI-based polymers by incorporating vinyl linkages into their backbones. These results
provide

important

progresses

in

solution-processed

ambipolar

polymeric

FETs

complementary-like inverters.
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By Grazing incidence X- ray diffraction (GIXRD) at BSRF, Out-of-plane and in-plane
diffraction patterns showed that three polymer films exhibit multiple (l00) diffraction peaks, which
can be assigned to lamellar-stacking structures. The observed lamellar-distances of PNVT-8
thin-films are 22.92 Å (2 = 3.85°), shorter than that of P(NDI2OD-T2) (d-spacing = 23.85 Å, 2 =
3.70°), indicating that the distance of polymer lamellae decreases due to the introduction of the vinyl
linkage in PNVT-8 thin films. This relatively closed lamellar stacking will facilitate charge
transportation. According to the out-of-plane patterns of PNVT-8 , PNVT-10 and P(NDI2OD-T2)
thin films, annealed at 200 °C, exhibit (010) features at 23.4°, 23.1°and 22.8°, with the π–π stacking
distances of 3.80 Å , 3.85 Å and 3.90 Å, respectively. The shorter π–π stacking distances indicate that
the strongly intermolecular interactions exist due to the vinyl-extended polymer backbones as well as
strong D–A interactions.
The research team successfully synthesized two novel donor–acceptor copolymers (PNVTs),
and demonstrated excellent ambipolar characteristices.

These results provide important progresses

in solution-processed ambipolar polymeric FETs and complementary-like inverters. The synchrotron
sources have helped the team to unveil complex structures of organic semiconductor thin films and
explain why their FET devices have good electrical property. "GIXRD is an important method and
standard to explore the internal structure of molecules. More brilliant synchrotron beams would
surely help to explain good results that we`ve already got." explains Gui Yu, the team leader and the
professor of organic solid laboratory of Institute of Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences.

Perylene Diimide Acceptor Based Solar Cells with 4% Efficiency
Organic photovoltaic materials include donor and acceptor mateirals. Today the most
widely-used acceptor material in organic solar cells (OSCs) is fullerene derivativesPC61BM and
PC71BM. With PCBM as the acceptor, efficiency of state-of-the-art OSC device has been raised up
to or exceeding 10% through donor designing, processing optmizations and/or device engineering.
Along with the efforts on donor engineering, scientists have been looking for promising organic
structures, which are potential acceptors to replace PCBM. Can organic acceptors replace PCBM?
To date this question is still not answered yet? This is because no high-efficiency organic structures
8
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are synthesized. The efficiency of the organic acceptor based cells is only about 2% to date.
Perylene diimides (PDIs) are tranditional n-type organic semiconductors with excellent
photonic and electronic properties. Tranditional PDIs bearing functionalized alkyl-chains at the
nitrogen-positions possess strong aggregation tendency and generally form aggregate domains with
the size much larger than the exciton diffusion length (typically, 5-20 nm), and this strongly limits
the applications as photovoltaic materials. On basis of their findings of the orientation effects of
bromination on PDI bay-region (Tetrahedron, 2013, 69 (38), 8155-8160 and Tetrahedron Lett.,
2012, 53 (9), 1094-1097), scientists from Institute of Chemistry, CAS synthesized a series of PDI
dimers by using an aromatic unit to covalently bridging two PDI moieties via the bay-region. The
steric effects from the covalent -systems leads to formation of twisted backbone. The twisted
dimeric molecules can form ordered -stacking, which is beneficial for electron tranportation,
through the so-called steric-pairing effects under the slowing evaporation conditions (Polym. Chem.,
2013, 4 (17), 4631- 4638). When blended with polymer donor of BDTTT-C-T, the theinyl-bridged
dimer shows dramatically reduced aggregation tendency with respect to the mother monomer (30
nm vs. > 200 nm), yielding 4.03% efficiency (Adv. Mater. 2013, 25 (40), 57915797). This record
efficiency of organic acceptor based solar cells demonstrates that high-efficiency non-fullerene
solar cells be realized through rationally designing organic acceptors and taking advantage of the
donor-acceptor combination.

With the help of Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF), researchers obtained
underlying structure information. These information are directly related to orientation and packing of
molecules in the active layer, which provides a picture of the structure-property relationship. The
underlying structure depends on the molecular structure. More importantly, it largely determines the
photon-to-electron conversion efficiency of a cell device. With a tiny change in molecular structure,
the obtained information involves small but useful variations of the molecular orientation and
packing. More brilliant synchrotron beams and more accurate resolutions will surely give deeper
understanding of molecular structurenanostructuredevice performance relationship.
9
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Negative expansions of interatomic distances in metallic melts
Studying the liquid structure of metals is of importance since it concerns some fundamental issues
in materials science and condensed-matter physics, such as how to understand the processes of
melting, solidification and glass transition, etc. The team from International Center for
New-Structured Materials, Zhejiang University together with members from BSRF, has recently
discovered an anomalous phenomenon that the interatomic distance between atoms in the
nearest-neighbors contracts for several metallic melts upon heating. The research has been
published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America
(PNAS) on June 3, 2013, http://www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1307967110.
This center has a long history of studying the disordered alloys, whose structure in solids is closely
related to the structure of liquids. Generally, the atomic distances in a solid will dilate upon heating.
However, by combining experiments and theoretical simulations, they carried out the study of 8
different liquid metals of pure Al, Sn, In, Cu, Ag, Au, Ni and Zn. The atomic structure changes of
liquid Al, Zn, Sn and In upon heating were measured in Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(BSRF) and DESY, Hamburg, and those of liquid Al, Cu, Ag, Au, and Ni were also reproduced by
classic MD simulations and Zn by ab initio MD simulations. All results show that atoms in liquid
metals form clusters and that the average atomic distance between center atom and atoms in the first
shell contracts for eight metallic melts upon heating.

(a) Pair correlation function g(r) curves for Al, indicating the melting point at a temperature between 900 and
10
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1,000 K, very close to the experimental value of 933.5 K. From 1000 K to 2000 K, the first maximum in g(r)
shifts to low r values. (b) Voronoi tessellation shows the fractions of polyhedra at different temperatures.
Upon heating, the number of high-coordinated polyhedra (CN =11 and 12) is reduced with uprising number of
low-coordinated ones (CN = 9 and 10). (c) The average bond length of high-coordinated polyhedra is larger
than that of low-coordinated ones. (d) Schematically shows the structural evolution from high-coordinated
polyhedra to the low-coordinated with increasing temperature.

How to understand this new phenomenon? The above figures show the structural changes in
liquid Al reproduced by MD simulation. The contraction of average interatomic distance in the
liquid metals can be explained as follows. In high-coordinated polyhedra, some long bonds exist,
implying weak interactions between atoms. High temperature makes atoms vibrate drastically,
which could drive some of them to break away from high-coordinated polyhedra where the weaker
atomic bonds are located. Consequently, the polyhedra become low-coordinated. With appearance
of more low-coordinated polyhedra, the average atomic distance comes to decrease with increasing
temperature. “In solids, there is usually no such phenomenon. However it is a ubiquitous feature for
metallic melts consisting of various-sized polyhedra. This result is very exciting and is a big step
forward to solve the fundamental scientific issues of the structure of disordered materials.” said
Jianzhong Jiang, the center director.

Domain-Confined Catalytic Soot Combustion over Co3O4 Anchored TiO2
Nanotubes Array Catalyst
Since diesel engines operating at lean condition possess high fuel efﬁciency, excellent durability
and low CO2-emission, they have been widely employed in many kinds of vehicles. However, the
exhaust of diesel engines contains a lot of pollutants such as solid-state soot particulate materials
(PM), which are a serious threat to our health and the environment. Nowadays, the catalytic
combustion technique combined with DPF is regarded as the most potential and efficient
after-treatment technology for soot removal. Generally, the redox property of catalysts mainly
determines its catalytic activity for soot oxidation. However, many works have verified that the
contact efficiency between soot particulates and catalysts is also crucial to the catalytic soot
combustion. In many cases, most soot particulates cannot effectively contact with the traditional
meso- or microporous catalysts due to their large particle size. However, the employment of
three-dimensionally ordered macroporous composite oxides can greatly increase the contact
opportunities between soot and catalyst, remarkably improving the catalytic activity. Given this,
we firstly introduced a macroporous TiO2 nanotubes (~140 nm in diameter) array to soot combustion
11
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catalyst. The improved contact efficiency was achieved and the catalytic activity was also increased.
Related research has been published on October 14th, 2013 in Nanoscale (vol.5, 12144-12149) as a
communication.
Compared with conventional TiO2 powder supported catalyst, the TiO2-NA based catalyst
exhibited much higher activity. To further increase the activity, several preparation methods were
employed, including direct deposition (DD), chemical bath (CB) and surface-grafting (SG) to further
improve the catalytic activity. Mercaptoacetic acid induced surface-grafting method made the Co
species possess much smaller and more uniform crystallite size. Therefore, it exhibited the best
catalytic activity.
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Figure 1 (left) DTG curves of soot combustion over the catalysts; (right) The RSFs of the
samples
However, by using traditional X-ray diffraction, the existence of cobalt species in TiO2-NA
cannot be revealed, since the Co may be highly dispersed in TiO2 nanotubes. Fortunately,
synchrotron radiation EXAFS characterization provided significant information on cobalt species.
The presence of Co3O4 in TiO2-NA based catalysts was well verified by the similarity of the radial
structure functions (RSFs) of Co K-edge of the Co-containing catalysts to that of reference Co3O4.
Except for the different peak intensity, the positions of the coordination peaks are totally the same.
The ﬁrst peak appearing at ~1.5 Å is assigned to Co-O shell; the second peak at ~2.5 Å is ascribed to
the nearest Co-Co shell; and the third one at ~3.1 Å is attributed to the remote Co-Co shell. This
work shows that EXAFS is significant to the understanding of highly dispersed catalytic active phase,
which could also be referenced during the study of other highly dispersed catalysts.
The EXAFS technique acting as one of the phase characterization methods provides the
scientific community clues to fully understanding the fine structure of catalysts and it is a
requirement for us to conduct intensive research. In such study, synchrotron radiation source have
helped us get deep insights into the fine structures of nano catalytic materials. More brilliant
synchrotron beams and more accurate value of the signal will provide strong guarantee on the
achievement of more exact experimental data.
12
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Adsorption kinetic process of thiol ligands on goldnanocrystals
Adsorption of molecules on a surface is a universal phenomenon that could be found in many
fields as diverse as chemistry, physics, biochemistry and materials science. Understanding the kinetic
mechanism during ligand adsorption on gold nanocrystals is important for designing and fine-tuning
their properties and implications. However, very few studies have been carried out to investigate the
adsorption of ligands on Au NCs and the mechanism keeps unrevealed. A team composed of Dr.
Zhihu Sun and Dr. Tao Yao from the Prof. Shiqiang Wei’s group at the University of Science and
Technology of China, in cooperation with Prof. Tiandou Hu and Jing Zhang of BSRF, has gained
insights into the adsorption kinetics of thiol ligands on gold nanocrystals. Their research has been
published on September 23rd, 2013 in Nanoscale.
The team conducted a kinetic study on the adsorption process of dodecanethiol ligands on Au
nanocrystals of 3.3 nm by an in situ time-resolved X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) technique
at 1W1B beamline of the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF), China. Based on the
obtained ligand coverage, a two-step process of dodecanethiol adsorption on Au NC surfaces is
proposed. In-depth analysis suggests that the first stage involves the quick adsorption of
dodecanethiol to the corner and edge sites of Au NCs surfaces, followed by the second step
corresponding to the much slower adsorption process to the surface facets which could be described
by the Langmuir kinetics equation.
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nanoparticles before and after 5 h of addition of dodecanethiol, respectively. (e) Evolution of
surface coverage against reaction time (solid circles) during the adsorption process and (f) the best
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fit (solid line) of data after 20 min of the addition of dodecanethiol. (g) Schematic illustration of
ligand adsorption process.

The research clearly revealed a kinetic process of the thiol adsorption on Au NCs experimentally and
demonstrated the atomic structure evolution of NCs quantitatively for the first time, which would
significantly support the property modulation and practical applications. In QXAFS mode, each scan
could be finished within one minute so that the in-situ probing became possible, which is of vital
importance in real-time monitoring the ligand adsorption process of Au NCs.

Lead Binding to Soli Humic Substances: NICA-Donnan Modeling and XAFS
spectroscopy
The mobility, bioavailability, and transport of the nutrition and pollution elements in the soil and
aquatic were controlled by their chemical species in nature environment. And it is unavailable to
calculate the chemical species of the element from the total concentration. Comprehensive
understanding and accurate prediction the chemical species and the distribution at the solid-water
interface for the ions are of great importance for agricultural production and environmental
protection. Therefore, it is a new challenge for the soil and environment works to establish an
adsorption model which can describe and predict the speciation distribution of the element at the
solid-water interface for variety of soil property and environment conditions.
Humic substances which mainly consist of fulvic acid and humic acid are ubiquitous in soil,
sediment and aquatic environments. They contain different types of acidic functional groups that can
interact with proton and metal ions in environment. The NICA-Donnan model which takes into
account the chemical heterogeneity, the variable of stochiometry of binding, the competition between
ions and the electrostatic effect can quantificationally describe the metal ions binding satisfactorily.
In the field, the NICA-Donnan model with the generic parameters succeeded in giving reasonable
prediction in a wide range of environment conditions for most metal ions binding except Pb2+. The
parameters of the NICA-Donnan model can give information of the metal ions binding mechanism.
However, the direct spectroscopic evidence of the metal ions binding is also highly relevant and
absent. Therefore, the soil chemistry and environment laboratory of Huazhong agriculture university
focus on investigating the characteristic of Pb binding to fulvic acid and humic acid by
NICA-Donnan model and XAFS spectroscopy. Their research has been published in October, 2013
in Environmental science & technology.
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The results shown that the NICA-Donnan model with the generic paramters can accurately
predict the Pb binding to standard humic acid. For the soil humic acid, the model prediction with
generic parameters could be strongly improved only when the generic nPb1 was replaced by the
speciﬁc value of nPb1. In the fitting mode of the binding data using a linear sacle for the bound
amount (log [Pb2+] vs amounts of bound Pb), data at high Pb loading have a reletively high weight.
The new ratio of nPb2/nH2 obtained from the optimization using the ranged from 0.47 to 0.69,
suggesting that the Pb is bound by the phenolic groups in a bidentate structure at high Pb loading.
The XAFS spectra of Pb-HS complexes at pH 5.5 with high Pb loading were recorded at the Pb
L3-edge (E=13035 eV) and the EXAFS spectra were ﬁtted to a C−O−Pb structure. The results
revealed that Pb was coordinated by 3.73−4.73 O atoms at a distance of 2.37−2.40 Å in the ﬁrst shell,
and by 2.49−3.36 C atoms at a distance of 3.17−3.27 Å for the second shell. The average distances of
Pb−O for Pb−HS complexes were in the range of Pb−Owater and Pb−Ogroup, suggesting that there were
also oxygens from water involved in the Pb−O shell. Taking into account that ﬁve-membered and
six-membered rings are stable and salicylate- and catechol-type groups are the major groups for Pb
binding to HS, the conclusion emerges that, at high Pb loading, the Pb ions tend to be predominantly
complexed by phenolic and/or carboxylic groups located in ortho-position. In view of the fact that
the options for bidentate complexes are restricted in the model, the spectroscopic results partially
agree with the model results. The spectroscopy result also indicates that the asumption of the model
need to revise to improve the predictive ablilty of the model.

Catalytic performance of MnOx–NiO composite oxide in lean methane
combustion at low temperature
The catalytic combustion has been considered as an effective measure to dispose lean methane
(for example, the ventilation air methane (VAM) with a concentration of 0.1–1% during coal mining)
for pollution abatement as well as energy utilization at low temperature. Because of the
15
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expensiveness and rarity of noble metals, transition metal oxides have been considered as practical
alternative materials to prepare the catalysts for the combustion of lean methane. In this work, a
series of MnOx–NiO composite oxide catalysts were prepared by co-precipitation and used in the
catalytic combustion of lean methane at low temperature. Various measures like XAFS and HRTEM
were used to investigate the effect of Mn/(Mn+Ni) ratio on the interaction between nickel and
manganese, the chemical state of active components, and the catalytic performance of MnO x–NiO;
the synergism between NiO and MnOx as well as the mechanism of methane oxidation were explored.
The results are newly published in Appl. Catal. B: Environ., 2013, 129: 172–181.
Mn and Ni K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements of the catalyst samples
were performed at the beam line 1W1B of Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF), Institute
of High Energy Physics (IHEP), Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS). Mn and Ni K-edge XAS
spectra were collected at room temperature in the transmission mode (Fig. 1)

a. Mn K-edge
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Fig. 1. Mn K-edge (a) and Ni K-edge (b) XANES spectra of composite oxides with different
Mn contents.
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All MnOx(m)–NiO samples (m = 0.1–0.25) exhibit similar Mn pre-edge features, suggesting that
these samples are close in the valence of manganese species, regardless of the difference in
manganese content (Fig. 1a). Compared with the reference Mn2O3, the Mn K-edge absorption energy
of MnOx(m)–NiO shifts to higher value, especially for MnOx(0.13)–NiO. It was estimated that the
mean oxidation state of Mn is increased from 3.36 in pure MnOx (m = 1) to 3.76 in MnOx(m)–NiO
(m = 0.13), as shown in Fig. 2a. The average valence of manganese in MnOx(m)–NiO is related to the
content of manganese, i.e. the value of m; MnOx(0.13)–NiO exhibits the highest valence of
manganese. Meanwhile, all MnOx(m)–NiO samples show similar absorption spectra and
characteristic edge positions of NiO, suggesting that Ni species is mainly present as Ni2+ with an
octahedral coordination (Fig. 1b).
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Fig. 2. (a) Oxidation state of Mn species in MnOx(m)–NiO composite oxides with different Mn
contents, determined by the Mn K-edge energy shift in the XANES spectra; (b) Methane conversion
for the catalytic combustion over the MnOx(m)–NiO composite oxides with different Mn contents.
Compared with the corresponding single NiO and MnOx oxides, the MnOx(m)–NiO composite
oxide with proper composition exhibits much higher catalytic performance in the combustion of lean
methane at low temperature (Fig. 2b). The activity of MnOx(m)–NiO catalysts is related to the
content of manganese in MnOx(m)–NiO; MnOx(0.13)–NiO with an atomic ratio of n(Mn) / (n(Mn) +
n(Ni)) being 0.13 performs best in the lean methane combustion; methane conversion over
MnOx(0.13)–NiO reaches 96% at 396 °C and 100% at 450 °C, which is outstanding as a non-noble
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catalyst compared with those reported in the open literature.
The doping of appropriate amount of manganese into NiO leads to the formation of small Mn–Ni–O
solid solution particles, which is of benefit to inhibiting the growth of NiO crystallite. Through the
doping of proper content of manganese in NiO, the MnOx(0.13)–NiO catalyst as a Ni–Mn–O solid
solution is provided with abundant highly dispersed manganese species of higher valence (Mn4+) and
higher coordination number as well as certain nickel vacancies, due to the synergy interaction of
nickel and manganese. These are helpful to provide active oxygen species as well as to improve the
oxygen mobility and redox capacity of MnOx(0.13)–NiO. All these may contribute to the excellent
performance of MnOx(0.13)–NiO catalyst in the lean methane oxidation
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Ni-In Intermetallic Nanocrystals as Efficient Catalysts toward Unsaturated
Aldehydes Hydrogenation
The preferential hydrogenation of the C=O group in α,β-unsaturated aldehydes for the
production of unsaturated alcohols is one of the most important and challenging chemical processes
in the fine chemical synthesis field. Conventional hydrogenation catalysts based on noble metals
(e.g., Ru, Pt, or Rh) are highly-active but facing the problem of poor selectivity towards unsaturated
alcohols. One of the most effective ways is to incorporate with a second more electropositive metal
(e.g., Sn, Ti, or Si) for better catalytic selectivity through the geometric and/or electronic effect,
especially in the case of the formation of noble metals intermetallic compounds (IMCs). Owing to
the high cost of noble metals, the design and preparation of cost-effective non-noble metal IMC
catalysts toward hydrogenation of α,β-unsaturated aldehydes with excellent selectivity and desirable
activity remains a challenging goal.
Layered double hydroxides (LDHs) are a class of naturally occurring and synthetic materials
generally expressed by the formula [M2+1-xM3+x(OH)2](An)x/n·
mH2O, in which MII and MIII cations
disperse in an ordered and uniform manner in brucite-like layers. Prof. Xue Duan and Prof. Min Wei
et al. recently explored the idea of incorporation of highly-active but low selective nickel (Ni) and
inactive but more electropositive indium (In) species into the LDH precursor at the atomic scale to
fabricate various Ni-In IMCs (e.g., Ni3In, Ni2In, NiIn, Ni2In3) catalysts towards selective
hydrogenation of α,β-unsaturated aldehydes. The LDH precursor plays a key role in the synthesis of
supported Ni-In IMCs: the LDHs versatility in chemical composition as well as the atom-scale
interspersion of components in LDHs facilitate the formation of highly-dispersed Ni-In IMCs with
tunable particle size. The resulting material exhibits largely-enhanced catalytic activity and
selectivity, for instance, with a 99% yield for hydrogenation of furfural to furfuryl alcohol over
Ni2In/Al2O3 catalyst at 110 ºC.
In order to get a deep insight into the structurefunction correlation, the XAFS characterization
was conducted to elucidate the electronic structure and the atomic configuration in their local
environment for the four Ni-In IMCs (Figure 1). The normalized Ni K-edge X-ray absorption
near-edge structure (XANES) spectra of supported Ni-In IMCs, as well as the reference samples of
Ni foil and NiO, are shown in Figure 1-A. It can be observed that all the Ni-In IMCs samples are
more akin to metallic Ni than NiO, and the obvious shift of absorption edge toward low photon
energy relative to the Ni foil reveals the enrichment of electron on Ni atom (denoted as Niδ) in Ni-In
IMCs. Figure 1-B shows the Fourier transform of Ni K-edge EXAFS oscillations in R space. The
results qualitatively indicate the strong NiIn interaction in Ni-In IMCs as well as the variation in
chemical bonding or coordination environment. Combined with the DFT calculation results, the
demonstrated electron transfer from In to Ni atom and active-site isolation in Ni-In IMCs favor the
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nucleophilic addition process of C=O group other than the electrophilic addition of C=C, accounting
for the largely-enhanced hydrogenation selectivity over Ni-In IMCs.

Figure 1. (A) The normalized intensity of Ni K-edge XANES spectra for the supported Ni-In IMCs,
Ni, and NiO; (B) corresponding Fourier transform k3-weighted EXAFS spectra in R space compared
with Ni foil.

A Surface Defect-Promoted Ni Nanocatalyst with Simultaneously Enhanced
Activity and Stability
For many heterogeneous reactions, the formation of metal nanocatalyst particles with effective
control over size and morphology and their subsequent immobilization on a suitable support have
both been found to be efficient ways of increasing catalyst activity and selectivity. However, the
aggregation of nanoparticles in a reaction system is a serious problem for nanocatalysts, which leads
to rapid deactivation (especially at high temperature). Therefore, how to achieve supported metal
nanocatalysts with simultaneously enhanced activity and stability is of vital importance and remains
a challenging goal.
Recently, considerable attention has been focused on Layered double hydroxides (LDHs) as
sorbents and heterogeneous catalysts/precursors, as a result of their versatility in chemical
composition and structural architecture. A key structural characteristic of LDH materials is that the
MII and MIII cations are distributed in an uniform and ordered manner in the hydroxide layers. By
virtue of this property, Prof. Xue Duan and Prof. Min Wei et al. prepared Ni nanocatalyst with high
dispersion and high particle density embedded on a flower-like Al2O3 matrix, via a facile process
involving in situ reduction of Ni/Al−LDHs precursor. Moreover, various characterizations
demonstrate the existence of abundant surface vacancy clusters which serve as active sites for CO2
methanation, accounting for the significantly enhanced low-temperature activity of the supported Ni
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nanoparticles (CO2 conversion: 99% at 300 C; CH4 selectivity: >99%). This approach holds
significant promise for the design and fabrication of supported metal nanocatalysts in which activity
and stability can be guaranteed at the same time.
In order to get a deep insight into the structurefunction correlation, EXAFS spectroscopy was
further applied to confirm the relationship between Ni vacancy clusters and catalytic activity by
elucidating the local coordination environment of Ni atoms (Figure 1). The fitting parameters (Table
1) show the Ni−Ni coordination number for the three supported Ni samples, which indicate that the
Ni/H−Al2O3(400) sample possesses the highest level of unsaturation of Ni−Ni coordination, in
accordance with the highest concentration of surface Ni vacancy clusters revealed by PAS. It has
been reported that the reactivity of catalysts is often dominated by low-coordinated atoms such as
surface defect sites. Therefore, it can be concluded that the abundant vacancy clusters on the surface
of Ni/H−Al2O3(400) serve as active sites, accounting for its significantly enhanced low-temperature
reactivity in CO2 methanation.

Fig. 1 Fourier transforms of EXAFS spectra for Ni foil (black line), Ni/Al2O3 (red line), Ni/H−Al2O3(500)
(green line) and Ni/H−Al2O3(400) (blue line).
Table 1 EXAFS fitting parameters of Ni foil, Ni/Al2O3, Ni/H−Al2O3(500) and Ni/H−Al2O3(400), respectively

sample

N

R(Å)

Ni foil

12

2.50

Ni/Al2O3

11.1

2.49

Ni/H−Al2O3(500)

8.5

2.49
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Ni/H−Al2O3(400)

7.3

2.49

N=coordination number. Error bounds (accuracies) characterizing the structural parameters obtained
by EXAFS spectroscopy are estimated to be as follows: coordination number N, ±20%; distance R,
±0.02 Å.

Synthesis and antimicrobial activity of ZnTi–layered double hydroxide
nanosheets
The search for efficient, stable and cost-effective heterogeneous photocatalysts for
environmental cleanup is a fascinating scientic and technological challenge for the conversion of
solar energy into chemical energy. Since the TiO2 semiconductor is a widely used wide-bandgap
photocatalyst, considerable efforts have been focused on modifying the band structure of TiO2 to
make it sensitive to visible-light. How to develop a facile and cost-effective strategy to synthesize
Ti-based photocatalysts for excellent visible-light photocatalysis still remains a challenging goal.
Layered double hydroxides (LDHs) are a class of naturally occurring and synthetic materials
generally expressed by the formula [M2+1-xM3+x(OH)2](An)x/n·
mH2O, in which MII and MIII cations
disperse in an ordered and uniform manner in brucite-like layers. Prof. Xue Duan, Prof. Min Wei and
Prof. Dermot O’Hare et al. recently prepared ZnTi-LDH nanosheets with lateral dimensions in the
range 4080 nm by using a reverse microemulsion method. Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) and
X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements reveal that Ti3+ sites are generated during
the synthesis of these nanosized LDH platelets. The biocidal efficacies of these LDHs materials have
been investigated under visible light. The ZnTi-LDHs display size-dependent cytotoxcity against S.
cerevisiae, S. aureus and E. coli in culture, which is superior to ZnTi-LDH-Bulk, the nanoparticulate
metal oxides WO3 and TiO2 (P25). The combination of photochemcially activity and nanoparticle
size results in materials that exhibit high antipathogen activity under visible light.
X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) is a powerful technique for studying individual
metal centres in solids. The Ti K-edge XANES of three Ti-containing samples (rutile TiO2,
ZnTi–LDH-bulk and ZnTi–LDH–NS) are shown in Figure 1, in which the pre-edge features can
provide sensitive information about the Ti site symmetry within these materials. The ZnTi–LDH–NS
exhibits a maximum peak at 4985 eV, 2 eV lower than the reference samples (ZnTi–LDH-bulk
and rutile TiO2: 4987 eV). The decreased absorption energy indicates a decrease in average
oxidation state of Ti4+. The results suggest that the Ti species in ZnTi–LDH–NS probably exists in a
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lower average oxide state (Tid+: 3 < d < 4), which is consistent with the XPS results. In addition, the
magnitude of k2-weighted Fourier transforms of Ti K-edge EXAFS and the corresponding local
structure parameters indicate that upon decreasing particle size of LDH, the density of Ti3+ species
increases along with more serious structural distortions.

Figure 1 (A) Ti K-edge, XANES spectra and (B) magnitude of k2-weighted Fourier transforms of Ti K-edge
EXAFS spectra for: (a) rutile TiO2, (b) ZnTi-LDH-Bulk, (c) ZnTi-LDH-NS.

Unidirectional Suppression of Hydrogen Oxidation on Oxidized Platinum Cluster
Scientists have long been excited by the dream of fuel extracted from water. In principle, the
water molecule (H2O) can be pulled apart into its constituent elements, hydrogen (H2) and oxygen
(O2). H2 gas, which is the ultimate 'green' fuel, can be a viable alternative that releases much more
heat than conventional fuels without any undesirable impact on the environment. The ideal solution
to extract H2 from water would be to use the 'free' source of energy that bathes the planet every day:
sunlight. Scientists are searching for an efficient 'photocatalyst' that will do the job of both absorbing
the sun's rays and using the energy to persuade water to fall apart.
Platinum (Pt) is a widely studied catalyst for the reduction of protons to hydrogen in water
splitting, however it also catalyzes the competing back-reaction, hydrogen oxidation, thus limiting
the efficiency. Here, a collaborative team led by Prof. Huagui Yang and Associate Prof. Haifeng
Wang of East China University of Science and Technology, and Associate Prof. Lirong Zheng of
Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility have demonstrated that the back-reaction can be hindered by
tuning the platinum oxidation state. Their research has been published on September 17th, 2013 in
Nature Communications.
Using polymer ligands to control the size and valence state of platinum clusters, the team found
that the Pt in a higher oxidation (Pt2+) has remarkable hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR)
suppression ability, while its H2 evolution capacity is still comparable to that of the benchmark of
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conventional Pt cocatalyst. Unfortunately, the structure of this new kind of cocatalyst cannot be
explicated through scanning transmission electron microscopy or X-ray diffraction analysis,
primarily because of the insensitivity of X-ray diffraction to small clusters. The relationship of
structure and activity of the cocatalyst has remained elusive.

a

b

Figure 1. (a) The normalized X-ray absorption near-edge structure spectra at the Pt L3-edge and
(b) the k3-weighted Fourier transform spectra from EXAFS. ×⅓ represents signal magnification. All
spectra were obtained from 1W1B-XAFS in Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility
X-ray absorption spectroscopy, a state-of-the-art experimental technique, which has excellent
element selectivity and the capacity for revealing the neighbor atoms and the external environment,
was thus carried out to determine the atomic structure of the cocatalyst. After fitting the experimental
results, which obtained from 1W1B-XAFS in Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility, the team
identified that the cocatalyst is platinum monoxide (that is, PtO). Advanced modeling and simulation
methods in computational chemistry was further performed to demonstrate that the remarkable HOR
suppressing ability of PtO cocatalyst can be owing to the relatively difficult activation and
dissociation of H2 molecule.
Researchers in this field believe that the advance may help open the door to improving the
performance of Pt-containing photocatalysts for the evolution of hydrogen by controlling the
oxidation state of Pt cocatalyst. That could be welcome news for those who focused on both
hydrogen fuel and platinum-based catalysts in photoelectrochemistry, fuel cells and water–gas shift
reactions, because the valence state of Pt species might also affect the performance in those fields.
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Dopant-Induced Structure Modification of Active Site and Surface Bonding
for High-Performance Nanocatalysis in CeO2:Ln Nanowires
Active site detection and engineering at atomic level remains a challenge for nanocatalyst
design and optimization. Exploring new strategies to delicately tailor the structures of active centers
and bonding modes of surface reactive intermediates for nanocatalysts is crucial to high-efficiency
nanocatalysis and to understanding the structure-reactivity relationship. Zhang’s team from college
of chemistry and molecular engineering in Peking University demonstrated a robust approach to tune
the CO oxidation activity over CeO2 nanowires (NWs) through the modulation of the local structure
and surface state around LnCe’ defect centers by doping other lanthanides (Ln), based on the
continuous variation of the ionic radius of lanthanide dopants caused by the lanthanide contraction.
Their research has been published in September of 2013 in Journal of the American Chemical
Society.
The team designed and synthesized homogeneously doped (110)-oriented CeO2:Ln NWs with
no residual capping agents by controlling the redox property of Ce(III)/Ce(IV) in a mild
hydrothermal process. The catalytic activity of CeO2:Ln NWs was greatly improved with respect to
the undoped samples. The reactivity was dependent on the Ln dopants and reached the maximum in
turnover rates over Nd-doped samples. Experimental observations on the catalytic mechanism
demonstrated two factors that influenced such variation trend: oxygen release ability and the
population of surface adsorbed active unidentate carbonates and inactive bicarbonates formed during
CO oxidation. DFT simulation further suggested that the enhanced oxygen vacancy formation ability
exhibited a positive relation to the increased structure disorder around the dopants including lattice
expansion and contraction. The population of carbonate species on CeO2:Ln was correlated to the
ionic potential of the dopants. Therefore, CO oxidation reactivity over CeO2:Ln NWs was sensitive
to the ionic radius of Ln dopants.

Model of CeO2:Ln NWs on CO oxidation and the reliance of reactivity with the ionic radius of
the Ln dopants
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EXAFS analysis performed in Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF) helped to verify
the structure distortion around the dopants altered with varied Ln dopants, which indicated that our
strategy of active center structure modulation worked effectively. Besides, these data also ensured
that the model built for First-Principle simulation was reasonable. The synchrotron characterization
in BSRF played an indispensable role in this research.
In this research, the team deduced some general concepts for understanding the modulation effect of
aliovalent promoters for developing high-efficiency nanocatalysts: a) Doping foreign ions into host
catalysts could modify the active site structures as well as the surface bonding modes of reactive
intermediates; b) A moderate range of ionic radius of dopants may exist for improving catalytic
activities (i.e., a volcano-like dependence was demonstrated, as it is rarely observed for oxides
nanocatalysts but commonly for metal catalysts). Different from the previous strategy in nanocatalyst
optimization, this research focused on the local structure modulation of active centers instead of the
composition and exposed facets of nanocrystals. This strategy might provide broad interest in
nanocatalyst design.

Lyotropic Liquid Crystalline Phases of a Phytosterol Ethoxylate in Amide
Solvents
Ethoxylated sterols, an example of environmentally benign surfactants, exhibit amphiphilic
behaviors due to the hydrophobic steroid nucleus and the hydrophilic polyoxyethylene chains. As the
medium of aggregates formation, changing solvent can regulate the surfactant aggregation behavior.
The polarity, cohesive energy density, and ordering ability all have an influence on aggregate
structure. From FA to N-methylformamide (NMF), and then N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), the
replacement of hydrogen moieties with methyl group reduces the number of donating protons
successively and transforms the solvent from protic (FA) to aprotic (DMF). Chen’s group from
Shandong University found that such a change would lead to pronounced changes in BPS-10
surfactant aggregation behavior. Their research results have been published on September 3rd, 2013
in Langmuir.
Similar to water, FA molecules have the potential to donate or accept protons to form
hydrogen-bonding networks. Thus, BPS-10 can also be assembled into H1 and Lα phases.
However，after the replacement of hydrogen moieties, the threshold concentration to form the
ordered assembly (LLC) increases from FA to NMF and to DMF. This behavior is due to the reduced
H-bond donor capacity of DMF compared to FA, resulting in a less extensive H-bonding network
and diminished solvophobic interactions of BPS-10.
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In all three solvents, BPS-10 could form transparent, isotropic, and fluidal samples at low
concentrations. From the SAXS profiles measured at a synchrotron source in BSRF, only one
scattering peak appears in the BPS-10/FA system, indicating the presence of a micellar L1 phase. In
BPS-10/NMF or DMF systems, however, no peak could be observed, possibly suggesting (for the
moment) that there is no L1 phase formation in NMF or DMF. Combined with the phase behavior at
higher BPS-10 concentration, a new sequence (isotropic → H1 → Lα) appears in NMF and DMF,
which is different from CTAB/DMF system. This can be attributed to the strong interactions between
the steroid rings, which providing enough driving forces to form H1 phases. The obtained results
should be a useful addition to our understanding of steroid surfactants aggregation in nonaqueous
solvents.

Fibrillation mechanism of crystalline polymers
One of the most important applications of polymeric materials is as structural materials, and
the deformation and yield behavior under stress is the key factor to determine their application life.
Compared to the other materials, polymers present complex force-dependent behavior, due to their
entangled long-chain structure and often non-equilibrium oriented microstructure. Especially,
many polymer materials are semicrystalline, where stacks of layer-like crystalline lamellae with
thickness in the nanometer-range far below the length of polymer chains embed in a highly
entangled molecular network, and many tie molecules connecting adjacent lamellae exist. In most
of the cases, the service temperature of crystalline polymers is between melting Tm and glass
transition temperature Tg where the products present complex microstructure of interpenetrated
hard crystalline phase and soft amorphous phase. There exist different arguments about the tensile
deformation mechanism of crystalline polymers due to complex microstructure. During tensile
deformation, the isotropic spherulitical arranged lamellar crystallites in the material change into a
fibrillar structure with polymeric chains preferentially aligned along tensile direction, a process
often termed as fibrillation. Therefore, exploring the deformation mechanism of polymer materials
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is to clarify the process of fibrillation. There are two general but distinctly different arguments
about the fibrillation process in the literature. First, the deformation is considered to be
accomplished by slips within the lamellae including crystallographic fine slips and intra-lamellar
mosaic block slips; second, stress-induced melting and recrystallization was proposed to be
responsible for the deformation process.

The evolution of 2D WAXD patterns in polybutene-1 (PB-1) deformed at elevated temperature
was acquired by means of synchrotron radiation at 4B9A beamline, BSRF. When stretched at 30 oC,
residual form II converted to stable form I. With followed straining at 115 oC, metastable form II
was generated again along the tensile direction.
To elucidate the actual situation, a team in Changchun Institute of Applied Chemistry chose
polybutene-1 (PB-1) possessing different crystalline modifications of different stability as an
example. PB-1 crystallized from the melt at atmospheric pressure generally exhibits the kinetically
favored form II, which transforms gradually into the thermodynamically stable form I upon aging at
room temperature. In this polymorphic transformation process, the molecular conformation changes
from the 11/3-helix in form II to the 3/1-helix structure in form I. Such a conformational change
requires an increase in length of the molecular chains of about 14%. The team found that when
stretched at relative high temperature (below melting temperature), metastable form II was
regenerated. Based on the fact that a solid state I to II phase transition cannot take place, the result
is considered to provide a direct evidence for the stress-induced melting and recrystallization
mechanism during tensile deformation of semicrystalline polymers. The research has been
published in Macromolecules 2013, 46, 518-522.
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A Three-Phase Model for Treating Plastic Deformation of Semi-crystalline
Polymers
Semi-crystalline polymers occupy about two third of global polymeric materials production.
They are widely used as pipes for transporting oil, gas and water, containers, parts of electronics and
cars, packaging films and so on. All these applications are dealing with their mechanical stabilities.
Therefore, understanding of the deformation mechanism in semi-crystalline polymers is not only of
great academic importance but also crucial for their industry application. A well established idea in
understanding the deformation mechanism has been proposed to regard the system as
interpenetrating networks of hard crystalline skeleton built up by inter-coupled crystalline lamellae
and soft entanglement network (Men, Rieger & Strobl PRL 2003, 91, 095502. This two-phase model
explained well deformation and recovery properties of many semi-crystalline polymers. In an effort
to apply this two-phase model into an ethylene-octene copolymers with low crystallinity, a research
group led by Prof. Yongfeng Men at the Changchun Institute of Applied Chemistry, Chinese
Academy of Sciences discovered that in such case the inter-stack regions of the previously regarded
crystalline skeleton become weak and the skeleton can no longer be regarded as a homogenous
network. Therefore, the system has to been treated as a three-phase one composed of crystalline
stacks, inter-stack amorphous region and inter-lamellar amorphous region (see figure below). As the
deformation starts, inter-stack regions deform first leading to a delay of drastic structural transition.
The macroscopic stress-strain and recovery behaviors of the sample agree very well with the
microscopic structural transition behavior derived from small angle X-ray scattering measurements
carried out at 1W2A BSRF. In addition, this three-phase model reduces into the originally proposed
two-phase one when dealing with polymers with higher crystallinity. The results were published in
Macromolecules 46 (2013), 971-976.

left: two-phase model that spherulites grow extensively leading to impingement and interpenetration
with each other; and right: three-phase model that crystalline lamellar stacks grow more or less
independent giving weakened coupling between them.
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Structural Change of Human Hair Induced by Mercury Exposure
Mercury is one of the most harmful heavy metals to the environment pollution. It can enter the
human body through many ways, and cause serious damages to the nervous system, kidney, liver,
and other organs of human body, and has the latent genetic. The mercury entered into human body
can be discharged through a variety of ways, including deposited into the growing hairs. Therefore, it
is of great significance to study the existed way of mercury in hair and the effect of mercury to the
microstructure of hair. Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) technique was used to study the
structural change of human hair induced by mercury exposure by the Diffraction & Scattering
research group in the Institute of High Energy Physics. And the related results have been published
in the journal of <Environmental Science & Technology>.
The hair samples in this research were taken from the Wanshan residents, Wanshan miners, and
the Beijing (control) residents for a comparative study. SAXS was used to detect the nano-scaled
structure of these hair samples from mercury-contaminated area and non mercury-contaminated area,
respectively. It was found that: The mercury elements enter the extracellular matrix (ECM) of the
hair, and form the S-Hg-S bonds with the sulfur atoms on two sites of the core protein in
proteoglycan (PG). The formations of S-Hg-S bridge bonds make the oriented structure of fibrillar
GAG in ECM become disordered. And this effect on SAXS patterns is that the 4.5-nm spacing
diffraction peaks disappeared. Therefore, the disappearance of the reflections with 4.5-nm spacing
can be used as a bioindicator of overdose Hg contamination to the human body.

Compared to the other sample candidates, like blood etc, hair has advantages of convenient
acquisition and storage, no damage to the human body. It is fast and clear to use SAXS patterns as
the detection of human mercury pollution. Therefore, the results are expected to be used for rapid
screening of mercury exposure group, and provide scientific basis for government decision-making,
improve the ability of government to deal with the mercury pollution.
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Fabrication of Micro-nano Surface Texture by CsCl Lithography with
Antireflection and Photoelectronic Properties for Solar Cells
Using textured structure to reduce optical reflectivity is an indispensable process for silicon
solar cells production. For conventional monocrystalline Si (c-Si) solar cells, it employs
micrometer-range pyramid arrays for surface texturing to trap incident solar light. In recent years,
with the development of nanotechnology, silicon nanowires have received extensive interest in solar
cells for the surface morphology of nanostructure making it possible to absorb more light and to
reduce the reflectance. Herein, the researchers from X-ray lithography station of BSRF incorporated
micro-nano texture into Si wafer with micro pyramid texture and nanopillars by wet eroding and dry
etching, and tested the optical reflectivity of the micro-nano texture and photoelectronic properties of
solar cells with the texture. Their research has been published in Solar Energy Materials & Solar
Cells, volume 108 (2013).
The pyramid and nanopillar micro-nano surface texture of silicon wafer, which has pyramid
arrays about 4 to 8 μm with different nanopillars of average diameter from 100 to 500 nm and
heights from 500 nm to 1.5 μm, are successfully fabricated for solar cell, which are shown in the
Figures. Firstly, the micro pyramidal structures are fabricated on planar silicon wafer by wet etching,
then the nanopillars are made on the pyramidal structure surface by dry etching with the mask of
cesium chloride (CsCl) islands originally from self-assembly method.

Figure: Cross-sectional SEM images of pyramids covered by nanopillar arrays with different
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average diameters (a) 100 nm, (b) 200 nm, (c) 500 nm. All pictures images are amplified by 10.0k.
This micro-nano surface texture with 200 nm average diameter and 1 μm height has very good
antireflection with reflectance below 5% for the wavelength ranging from 400 to 1000 nm and much
lower than that of single pyramid or nanopillar arrays with the same average diameter. The reflected
distribution of this micro-nano structure illuminated with white parallel light at incidence angle of
45°is tested by a irradiatometer at the reflected angle from 10 to 80 degree and shows a total diffuse
and very low reflection at different reflected angles, which benefits from both the advantages of
nanopillar and pyramid structure. The solar cell with this micro-nano texture has been finished with
thermal diffusion of Phosphorus for P-N junction and printing silver plasma for front electrode poles.
The short circuit current density (Jsc) and photovoltaic conversion efficiency (PCE) increase from
planar, pyramid, nanopillars to micro-nano surface texture for the antireflection and light trapping of
textures, while the open circuit voltage (Voc) decreases for the more space lattice defects of structure
to recombination losses and the series resistances (Rss) is high due to the poor electrical contact
between electric poles and the P-N surface. The PCE with 6.08% for planar wafer, 6.45% for
pyramid structure, 6.58% for nanopillar arrays and 7.05% for micro-nano surface texture show that
the solar cell of micro-nano texture has the maximum efficiency with same fabrication process for its
highest antireflection property.
In this research, the micro-nano structure made by wet etching for micro pyramidal structure and dry
etching with the mask of CsCl islands from self-assemble lithography for nanopillars provides a new
economic way to fabricate the solar cells with relative higher efficiency.

Revealing the interfacial structures between nanoparticles and proteins
using synchrotron radiation-based analytical techniques
When nanoparticles get entry into the biological systems, their surface can immediately adsorb
multiple types of proteins in the biological fluids that form the complexes of nanoparticle-protein
corona. The corona plays crucial roles both in mediating biological effects like toxicity, circulation,
metabolism, and removal of nanoparticles and in attaining better goals in the biomedical application.
Therefore, it has become significant to reveal the interfacial structures between nanomaterials and
proteins. However, the knowledge about the nano-bio interfacial structures has been largely
unknown until now. Though the techniques like circular dichroism spectrum, nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR), and X-ray crystallography are attractive in the update researches in exploring
protein structures, they are incompetent for the nano-biological interfaces due to their disadvantages.
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To resolve this problem, a recent collaborative work of Prof. Chunying Chen's and Prof.
Xiaochun Wu's groups (National Center for Nanoscience and Technology) with Prof. Jingyuan Li
(Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences) has shown a novel method based
on synchrotron radiation(SR)-based analytical techniques to study the interaction of proteins with
nanoparticles and the interfacial structure. In this work, they employed SR X-ray absorption near
edge structure (XANES) to reveal the binding structures of a model protein, bovine serum
albumin(BSA) to the gold surface of gold nanorods (AuNRs). Based on S K-edge XANES and
molecule dynamic simulation, they found that at least six disulfides in BSA can be broken to build
Au-thoil bonds and form a specific interface, plane S, to stablize protein on the surface of AuNRs.
Furthermore, SR microbeam X ray fluorescence has been employed to study the fates of
BSA-AuNRs complex including localization, trafficking, and degradation inside a single cell.
Importantly, the protein corona can serve as a stable coating to shield the toxic CTAB surface to be
exposed to cell membrane. Finally, the corona decreases the toxicity of AuNRs and to prevents the
necrosis due to CATB-induced defects in the cell membrane. Once the corona-AuNRs complexes are
internalized and localized in the endosomes or lysosomes, the protein corona can be degraded by
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proteolytic enzymes that causes the exposure of toxic CTAB surface, increases the lysosomal
membrane permeation, and finally induces cell apoptosis. This significant work provides a novel
strategy by combining synchrotron radiation-bases analytical techniques and theoretic simulation to
study the interfacial structures of nanoparticle-protein corona, which was published in J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 2013, 135, 17359. As an example of Prof. Chunying Chen's continuous efforts to nanosafety,
she has built a series of strategies to promote the applications of synchrotron radiation and
nuclear-based analytical techniques in the field of nanobiology. Based on these techniques, her group
has characterized the physicochemical properties of nanoparticles, the interfaces between
nanoparticles and proteins, and studied in situ the fates of metal nanoparticles in vitro and in vivo to
understand their distribution, accumulation, translocation, and the chemical forms, and the following
biological effects (Chem. Soc. Rev. 2013, 42, 8266-8303).
The authors acknowledged the experiment supports from Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(4B7B Beamline), Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (14W1 and 15U), and Photon Factory
(BL-11b and BL-4A) of the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK). And the work
was financially supported by Chinese Academy of Sciences, Ministry of Science and Technology,
National Natural Science Foundation of China, and the 7th Framework Programme of European
Union.

Structure of Clusters and Formation of Amorphous Calcium Phosphate and
Hydroxyapatite: From the Perspective of Coordination Chemistry
Amorphous calcium phosphate often forms as a precursor phase in a solution at sufficiently
high supersaturation and pH, and then transforms to the thermodynamically stable hydroxyapatite.
The chemical composition, structure, and property of the amorphous phase all depend on its
composing clusters. A structural model with the formula Ca9(PO4)6, referred to as Posner’s cluster,
was proposed in the early 1970s, mainly on the basis of an X-ray radial distribution study. However,
little is known about how the atomic arrangement is reached in the cluster and how it changes in the
course of crystallization. A team from Peking University School of Pharmaceutical Sciences have
gained new insight into the structure and reaction of calcium phosphate clusters. Their results have
been published in Crystal Growth & Design (published online on May 13, 2013).
The team carried out in situ XANES and ex situ XRD measurements of the calcium phosphate
suspensions at BSRF and SSRF, respectively. The acquired results, when viewed from the
perspective of coordination chemistry, allowed them to deduce the formation route of a cluster with
the formula Ca9(PO4)6(H2O)30, as shown in the following Schematic. Notably, the anhydrous form of
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the proposed cluster is Ca9(PO4)6, in agreement with Posner's cluster. In addition, they also identify
three types of chemical reactions that lead to the formation of amorphous calcium phosphate and its
subsequent transition to crystalline hydroxyapatite. Among them is the proton transfer reaction that
moves a proton from a coordinated H2O to a coordinated PO43−, generating Ca-OH and, eventually,
leading to the evolution of crystalline hydroxyapatite.

A schematic diagram of cluster formation. The coordinated H2O molecules on a Ca2+ center are substituted by
phosphate anions, PO43−, successively. Acting as a bridging ligand, the coordinated PO43− binds another Ca2+ cation and
leads to the formation of the cluster with the formula Ca9(PO4)6(H2O)30. The coordinated H2O molecules are not shown
on the eight outer Ca2+ ions.

The formula Ca9(PO4)6(H2O)30 represents an idealized cluster that may act as a working model of the
structural unit of amorphous calcium phosphate, being used in the interpretation of crystallization
mechanism and some additives' effects. Given the inherent space orientations of Ca-O bonds in a
Ca2+ complex in solution, the atom arrangement in the cluster Ca9(PO4)6(H2O)30 is a natural
consequence of the coordination stereochemistry. Tian-Lan Zhang, the team leader and a professor of
Peking University, makes such a comment on this progress: “Indeed, when viewed from the
perspective of coordination chemistry, the distance from the solution structures of Ca2+ and
phosphate to the atomic arrangement in the cluster and crystalline hydroxyapatite is not that far as it
previously appeared.”

Facile Synthesis of Carbon-coated Hematite Nanostructures for Solar Water
Splitting
Hematite has emerged as a good photcatalyst for efficient solar water splitting due to its
favorable optical band gap (2.1-2.2 eV), extraordinary chemical stability in oxidative environment,
abundance, and low cost. However, the practical performance of hematite for solar water splitting is
far from the ideal case which has been limited by several factors. Here carbon-coated hematite
nanostructures for solar water splitting were prepared by a simple pyrolysis of ferrocene which
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showed a remarkable photocurrent of 2.1 mA cm-2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE, compared to a value of 0.5 mA
cm-2 for hematite without the carbon layer. The carbon layer is a few nm thick covering the surface
of hematite nanostructures. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and X-ray absorption spectroscopy
revealed that the electronic structure of hematite was significantly modified with the existence of
oxygen vacancy, which was responsible for the remarkable photocurrent. The carbon layer plays an
important role for the appearance of oxygen vacancy.
XAS is an element-specific spectroscopic technique involving the excitation of electrons from a
core level to local and partial empty states of a defined character, which is a useful tool to probe the
electronic structure of materials. XAS data have been collected on the soft X-ray beamline at the
Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility. Compared to the spectrum of EH, the O K-edge spectrum of
CH shows significant differences such as the decrease of the prepeaks and the increase of the
shoulder. The spectral differences can be assigned to the contribution of FeO with less oxygen
content, as shown in literature. The O K-edge XAS results clearly show that the carbon-coated
hematite nanostructures in CH have less oxygen content with some contents of low oxidation state of
Fe2+, which is consistent with the XPS results. This work was published in Energy & Environmental
Science 6 (2013), 1965-1970.
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Fig. 1 (Top) Elemental mapping of hematite nanostructures scratched from CH: C (red), O (orange),
and Fe (yellow and green) distribution in the selected area. The bottom panel shows the EDX
spectrum of the selected area; (Bottom) O K-edge XAS spectra of EH and CH. The inset shows the
normalized prepeaks.
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Observation of efficient energy transfer from host to rare-earth ions in
KBaY(BO3)2: Tb3+ phosphor for plasma display panel
Recently, three-dimensional (3D) displays have aroused widespread interest, among which 3D
plasma display panel (PDP) is becoming a remarkable candidate. The reasons are as follows:
compared with liquid crystal displays (LCD)/ light emitting diodes (LED), PDP can provide much
faster refresh rate and possess a better display of 1080 lines at 600 Hz. Thus, PDP satisfies the
requirements of high-quality 3D displays better than LCD/LED. A team from department of material
science, school of physical science and technology, Lanzhou university has explored a novel
KBaY(BO3)2: Tb3+ phosphor for PDP, which shows good luminescence properties under vacuum
ultraviolet （VUV）. Their research has been published on November 16th, 2012 in Journal of Alloys
and Compounds.
This novel phosphor possesses favorable fluorescence and thermal stability properties. When
compared with commercial phosphor Zn2SiO4: Mn2+ (P1-G1S), KBaY(BO3)2: Tb3+ shows a stronger
absorption in 172 nm, a comparable brightness and a shorter decay time. It is expected that
KBaY(BO3)2: Tb3+ could have potential applications in 3D PDP. In general, upon VUV excitation,
the incident photons are absorbed by the host first, then electrons transport from the valence band to
the conduction band, either self-trapped excitations (STEs) or free electron−hole pairs are produced
subsequentl. If the emission from the host crystal overlaps the absorption of the activator, then
resonant energy from the host to the activator could occur according to the Forster−Dexter theory.
Meanwhile, we found that KBaY(BO3)2 exhibits a broad ultraviolet emission due to the
recombination of self-trapped excitations. According to their work, the BO33- radical in KBaY(BO3)2
has an absorption band in the range of 150-200 nm, and an efficient energy transfer from the host to
Tb3+ was observed, resulting in a good VUV luminescence properties.

Excitation spectra of KBaY(BO3)2: Tb3+ and undoped KBaY(BO3)2 separately monitoring Tb3+
emission of 542 nm and the STE emission of 328 nm and emission spectra of undoped KBaY(BO3)2
under excitation at 172 nm. This proved the the host sensitization of Tb3+ occurs; Comparison of
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excitation spectra of KBaY(BO3)2: Tb3+ (λem= 542 nm) and commercial Zn2SiO4:Mn2+ (λem = 530
nm); Emission spectra and the integrated emission intensities of KBaY(BO3)2: Tb3+ and commercial
Zn2SiO4:Mn2+ excited at 172 nm; The CIE coordinates of the two phosphors; The decay curvy of
KBYB: 0.1Tb3+. All these results indicate KBaY(BO3)2: Tb3+ shows a good VUV luminescence
properties.
Through beam line 3B1B, Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facilities (BSRF), the host emission
of KBaY(BO3)2 is tested to be around 300-400 nm. It is theoretically possible that intrinsic emission
of BO33- partially overlaps with the Tb3+ 4f−4f absorptions. Therefore, the host sensitization of Tb3+
occurs, which gives rise to an efficient luminescence from the Tb3+. This device also gives the
performance index of new material KBaY(BO3)2: Tb3+ compared with Zn2SiO4:Mn2+ (P1-G1S),
indicating that the novel material has potential application for PDP, especially for 3 D PDP.
The research not only provides the scientific community clues to for the development of new type
material for PDP, but also to help other understand the host sensitization theory better. In this work,
synchrotron sources provide evidence for the study of the luminescence properties of new material.

VUV-vis luminescence spectra of Eu2+ doped silicates
Eu2+ ion usually shows parity allowed 5d-4f transition in most complex oxides. Since the 5d
orbital is an outer orbital, the surroundings of Eu2+ ion have strong influence on the energies of the
5d states. The emission of Eu2+ can be tuned in the whole visble range, which makes Eu2+ doped
phoshpors are suitable for lights and displays. On the other hand, the high energy levels of many rare
earth ions usually are near vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) region. Therefore, the luminescence spectra in
VUV-UV range can help us better understand the energy levels systematically. Hongbin Liang’s
group form Sun Yat-Sen University has investigated the luminescence of Eu2+ doped composite
silicates. The research results have been published in Journal of Materials Chemistry C, and one of
them was selected as a Hot Article for 2013.
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The emission spectra were measured under VUV-UV excitation using synchrotron radiation at
BSRF.
In BaCa2MgSi2O8 host, Eu2+ occupied two different cation sites. Luminescence properties of Eu2+
in the two sites were investigated through low temperature spectra and time resolved spectra.
Luminescence spectra and decay curves for different doping concentration samples indicate energy
transfer in the system. The activation energy of Eu2+ was achieved by decay curves at different
temperature, the energy levels scheme was estimated.

The luminescence spectra were measured using synchrotron radiation at BSRF. The VUV
excitation and emission spectra of SSOC-Eu2+ and a comparison with that of commercial phosphor
BAM. CIE coordinates of SSOC-Eu2+ phosphor in a CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram.
In Sr8(Si4O12)Cl8, Eu2+ shows an intense cyan emission. The decay time for SSOC-Eu2+ was
measured to be ~0.9 µs, indicating it has a short decay time and meets the requirement to avoid
cross-talk for 3D displays (≤2 ms). The CIE coordinate of SSOC-Eu2+ phosphor is calculated to be
(0.136, 0.298), the whole color gamut of devices is expected to be enlarged by combining this
phosphor with tricolor phosphors in 3D-PDPs.

Effects of oxygen vacancy on the electronic structure and multiferroics in
Pb0.8Co0.2TiO3 thin films
Many investigations were focused on PbTiO3 compound in past decades, because of its typical
excellent ferroelectric-piezoelectric property and its applications in various multifunctional devices
such as transducers, multiple-state memories. PbTiO3 stands out as a promising candidate to fabricate
multiferroic materials by doping with transition-metal elements, extending its applications. However,
as a widely-existed point defect in materials, the impact of oxygen vacancy in PbTiO3 based
multiferroic materials is still unclear. A research team from Department of Physical Chemistry in
University of Science and Technology Beijing has gained insight into the effect of oxygen vacancies
on multiferroic nature in PbTiO3 based films. Their research has been published on May 10th, 2013 in
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Dalton Transactions.
This team has fabricated Pb0.8Co0.2TiO3 films with different concentration of oxygen vacancies,
and detected the content of oxygen vacancies using the XPS technique in 4B9B beamline, Beijing
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF). The results indicate that oxygen vacancies in the films were
effectively suppressed under oxygen annealing atmosphere, while promoted under nitrogen
atmosphere. Free electrons will be captured by the mobile oxygen vacancies and the energy level
related to oxygen vacancies are quite close to the conduction band. So the electrons could be
activated to be free by electric field for conduction. Therefore more oxygen vacancies would produce
more free electrons resulting in higher conductivity.

Importantly, the ferroelectric measurements showed that the ferroelectric property deteriorates
with the oxygen vacancy increase. PbTiO3 ferroelectricity originates from the hybridizations between
O 2p and Pb 6s and Ti 3d orbitals. The O L-edge XAS and valence band-edge XPS data obtained in
4B9B beamline BSRF, well illustrated the suppressing effects of oxygen vacancies on hybridizations
between O 2p and Pb 6s and Ti 3d orbitals. The weakened hybridizations lead to the reduced
ferroelectricity in Pb0.8Co0.2TiO3 films. This provides theoretic guidance on the application of this
material in transducers, memories and etc.
The ferromagnetic property of the compounds was raised monotonously with the oxygen
vacancy, and this phenomenon could be interpreted by F-center exchange interaction. Oxygen
vacancy can pin domain wall, affect domain-wall motion and domain rotation, inducing the
weakened magnetoelectric coupling.
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Visualising liver fibrosis by phase-contrast X-ray imaging In common bile duct
ligated mice
Liver fibrosis is the excessive accumulation of extracellular matrix proteins including collagen
that occurs in most types of chronic liver diseases. Advanced liver fibrosis can results in cirrhosis,
liver failure, and portal hypertension. Cirrhosis is also a risk factor for developing hepatocellular
carcinoma. However, conventional radiography cannot provide sufficiently clear images of liver
fibrosis, and its resolving power is limited by the inherently low contrast of liver fibrosis. Liver
biopsy is considered a gold-standard method for the assessment of liver fibrosis. But liver biopsy is
an invasive procedure, with pain and major complications occurring in patients. A team from Fudan
University Shanghai Cancer Center has demonstrated that phase-contrast X-ray imaging can easily
reveal the detailed pathological changes that occur in liver fibrosis without any special treatment and
contrast agent. Their research has been published on January, 2013 in European Radiology.
Their results clearly revealed the microstructure of hepatic lobules which were enclosed by
fibrosis septa. These observations were consistent with those of Sirius red stained sections. In
additional, they also revealed that liver fibrosis was obvious in the periphery of the liver but hardly
detectable in the central part of the liver at the early stage of fibrosis.
Such a technique would be an effective non-invasive alternative to liver biopsy that would be
particularly useful both to initially assess animal models and, as a monitoring tool, to assess response
to drugs.

Fig. 1 Refraction images obtained by subtracting two opposite slope images pixel by pixel: (a)
Normal liver, only liver blood vessels were visualised. (b) Refraction images taken 15 days after
common bile duct ligation (CBDL); liver fibrosis can only be seen in the periphery of the liver. (c)
Refraction images taken 40 days after CBDL; bile ducts and many diffused polygonal structures with
a strong three-dimensional appearance were clearly observed. The arrow indicates the dilated bile
duct. Bar = 500 μm.
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Fig.2 Sirius red-stained histological slices corresponding to Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c, respectively. (a)
Normal liver tissue (original magnification, 100×); (b) liver tissue excised 15 days after CBDL
(original magnification, 100×); (c) liver tissue excised 40 days after CBDL, Sirius red-stained section
corresponding to the region shown in (d) (original magnification, 200×).
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Subcellular Distribution of Metals within Brassica chinensis L. in Response to
Elevated Lead and Chromium Stress
Suzhouqing pakchoi (Brassica chinensis L.), a widely cultivated leafy vegetable in China, is
one of the Brassica species that shows an ability to absorb and accumulate high levels of heavy
metals. These heavy metals could be transferred to the food chain and threaten human and animal
health. Plants grown in heavy metal-contaminated soils have developed specialized mechanisms,
which vary from species to species, in response to heavy metal stress. However, little is known
regarding Pb or Cr accumulation and localization. A team from Ministry of Education key
Laboratory of Protection and Development Utilization of Tropical Crop Germplasm Resources of
Hainan University has gained insight into tissue and subcellular distribution of toxic metals (Pb, Cr)
and mineral elements in the shoot and root of Suzhouquig pakchoi by ICP-MS and SRXRF. Their
research has been published on April 26th, 2013 in Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry.
Subcellular fractionation of the diﬀerent tissues grown in a nutrient solution containing Pb or Cr
showed that Pb mainly accumulated in the cell wall and vacuoles of the roots and shoots. Whereas Cr
mainly accumulated in the cell wall of the root and in the vacuoles and cell wall of the shoot. SRXRF
analysis revealed that, when pakchoi seedlings were placed under excess Pb stress, the Pb, Ca, Cu,
and Zn were concentrated in the cortex and vascular bundle of the root and mixed Fe−Mn plaques
were seen on the surface of the pakchoi root. In the Cr treatment group, Cr, Ca, Mn, and Zn were
mainly located in the cortex of the root, whereas in the stem, only Ca, Cu, and Zn were detected at
higher levels in the cortex area. (http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jf4005725)

1.

Elemental (Pb, Ca, Mn, Fe, Cu and Zn) distribution in cross sections of Pakchoi root

and stem response to 150 mg L−1 Pb revealed by SRXRF. Higher ﬂuorescence intensities
(corresponding to higher concentrations) are nearer to red and lower intensities are nearer to blue
according to the color bars. The scale bar of sections represents 50 μm.
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2. Elemental (Cr, Ca, Mn, Fe, Cu and Zn) distribution in cross sections of Pakchoi root and stem
response to 10 mg L−1 Cr revealed by SRXRF, respectively. Higher ﬂuorescence intensities
(corresponding to higher concentrations) are nearer to red and lower intensities are nearer to blue
according to the color bars. The scale bar of sections represents 50 μm.
The study provides the scientific evidence to understand response of Brassica chinensis to elevated
lead and chromium stress. Synchrotron sources have helped the team to decipher that pakchoi uses
cell walls and vacuoles to reduce the transport of these heavy metals through the plant, as well as
restrict transport from the root to the stem.

Structural and Electronic Changes of SnBr4 under High Pressure
Molecular crystal is a crystal composed of molecules held together by the van der Waals forces
or hydrogen bond. It is known that the decrease of molecular distance in a molecular crystal causes
various novel phenomena. There are many crucial issues unresolved for SnBr4, one of the important
molecular crystals. Such as no direct X-ray evidence for pressure-induced amorphization and the
amorphization mechanism. Tian Cui research group from State Key Laboratory of Superhard
Materials in Jilin University have explored the structural stability and electronic changes of SnBr4
under high pressure. Their research has been published on March 29th, 2013 in The Journal of
Physical Chemistry C.
The team has found that there is a crystal−crystal transition induced by molecular dimerization
under high pressure. Then the gradual crystal−amorphous transition induced by the molecular
dissociation appears, and the sample remains in partial amorphous state up to 43.8 GPa. At ∼40.3
GPa, the possible insulator−metal transformation is discovered. It is proposed that the observed
amorphous phase is a nonmolecular phase by theoretical calculations.
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The XRD measurements at room temperature were performed at the 4W2 beam line of Beijing
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF). The wavelength of the incident X-ray beam is 0.6199 Å. An
image plate detector (MAR-3450) was used to collect diffraction patterns, and the sample−detector
distance and geometric parameters were calibrated using a CeO2 standard. The average acquisition
time was 600 s. The obtained high-pressure X-ray data directly prove the crystal-crystal transition
and crystal-amorphous change for the molecular crystal SnBr4 under high pressure.
The present research not only provides new insight into the group IV halides but also has a deeper
understanding to the special behavior of molecular crystals under high pressure.
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Synthesis of new materials at high pressure and high temperature
How can we synthesize new materials which can’t be obtained at normal conditions. The
diamond anvil cell and laser-heating techniques at 4W2 beamline of BSRF provide possibility to
synthesize new materials with new physical properties. Recently, this group studied physical
properties of various materials at extreme conditions (high pressure and high temperature). In the
laser-heating diamond anvil cell, they observed new structures which can not be synthesized at
normal conditions using synchrotron x-ray diffraction. Among one of them, the garnet-to-perovskite
phase transition at high P-T condition was observed. The new perovskite structure exhibits different
compressibility and optical properties.

Fig. 1 Angle-dispersive x-ray diffraction patterns after laser heating. The diffraction patterns before
laser heating are given for comparison
As well known, rare earth garnets exhibit fascinating optical luminescent properties and are one
of the most important laser materials. The luminescent properties of the rare earth garnets will
changes with external conditions (temperature, pressure). Gd3Sc2Ga3O12 (GSGG) is one of the rare
earth garnets. It can be used as a host lasing material with various dopants including transition metal
or rare earth ions. The doped GSGG has fascinating luminescent properties in which the
high-pressure behavior attracts great attention. GSGG crystallizes in cubic structure at ambient
conditions. The cubic structure will transform to amorphous states at ~65GPa. GSGG will be
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converted to a new structure at 24 GPa when laser-heating the sample to 1500-2000 K (figure 1).
After indexing the new x-ray diffraction peaks and fitting the diffraction patterns (figure 2), it was
found that the new phase has perovskite orthorhombic structure (space group Pbnm). The perovskite
structure is ~8% denser than original garnet structure (figure 3). At ambient pressure, its bulk
modulus (B0) is 194(15) GPa, which indicate that perovskite structure is more incompressible than
parent phase (B0=157(15) GPa). On the other hand, structural changes associated with changes of
coordination number of Ga3+ and Sc3+ ions result in the changes of oxygen environment, which will
lead to changes of the luminescent properties. Interestingly, the perovskite structure can be kept at
ambient conditions, indicating that the new materials may has its application due to the new optical
luminescent properties. (This work has been published in Inorg. Chem.)

Fig. 2 Refined diffraction patterns of the orthorhombic perovskite GSGG at 24.2 GPa and ambient
pressure.

Fig. 3 P-V relationship and crystal structure of garnet and perovskite structures.
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Pressure accelerated 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azide and alkyne groups in
crystals
Realizing molecular function via prearranging molecules by non-covalent interactions is one of
the ultimate goals of supramolecular chemistry. Crystal engineering offers control of molecular
arrangement with important structural details. For example, molecules can be aligned using crystal
engineering to affect the close contact of functional groups. As the molecules are weakly bound with
non-covalent interactions, adjacent functional groups approach each other as the van der Waals
radius decreases upon compressing. Benefiting from the stronger interactions between the
pre-arranged functional groups, chemical reactions can occur between adjacent molecules. Similar
concepts have been widely used in the synthesis of inorganic compounds to develop functional
materials. However, there are few examples of pressure accelerated organic reactions with molecules
prearranged in the crystalline phases. Teams from Yuguo Ma (College of Chemistry, Peking
University) and Bo Zou (State Key Laboratory of Superhard Materials, Jilin University) have delved
into pressure accelerating 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azide and alkyne groups in crystals. Their
research has been published on 07 Nov., 2013 in Chemical Communication.
We previously reported a regioselective copper-free 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reaction in
crystals at room temperature by using imine 3 (Scheme 1). The arene–perfluoroarene interaction was
crucial in crystal engineering to allow pre-arrangement of azide and alkyne functional groups and to
facilitate 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition without a Cu-catalyst. Here we report a kinetic study of the solid
state 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azides and alkynes (SSAAC) of compound 1 conducted at high
pressure (Scheme 1). Compound 1 with the same azide and alkyne functionalities tethered by amide
linkage showed a columnar packing in crystals that was dictated by arene–perfluoarene interactions
and hydrogen-bonding. There are two reasons that motivated us to use compound 1: (1) it has much
stronger X-ray diffraction and Raman scattering intensity, allowing an in situ quantitative study; (2)
it has a half-life of 24 days at ambient pressure, much longer than that of 3 (6.4 days). This made it
suitable for accelerated kinetic measurements under high pressure. The kinetic study of SSAAC of 1
revealed that the reaction rate be further improved by increasing pressure with reduced Ea caused by
negative activation volume (Δ≠V).
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Scheme 1 Pressure accelerated 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of azides and alkynes in prearranged
crystals.
In addition, synchrotron X-ray diffraction at BSRF was also employed to monitor the SSAAC
reaction of 1 under high pressure. From the X-ray diffraction patterns of 1at elevated pressure (Fig.
1), it is evident that all the diffraction peaks shifted to higher angles with an increase in the pressure.
This suggests a decrease in the lattice distance and unit cell volume. As the pressure increased, the
peaks became broader and less intense. The [002] diffraction peak still existed when the pressure
reached 1.15 GPa, suggesting that the decrease of van der Waals radius occurs prior to the SSAAC.
However, the [002] peak quickly faded at 1.15 GPa within 35 minutes just as when the reaction was
performed at 60 1C and 0.1 MPa. Compared to the previous findings at atmospheric pressure, it is
clear that the reaction rate of SSAAC became ca. 103 times faster at 1.15 GPa. After the completion
of cycloaddition, the diffraction peaks of the SSAAC product2continuously shifted to higher angles
upon increasing pressure due to shortened lattice distances, suggesting no further phase or chemical
transition until 1.98 GPa. Then, the X-ray diffraction pattern of 2 was restored upon complete release
of pressure.
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Figure 1 Synchrotron X-ray diffraction of 1 at different pressures and times.
In summary, the cycloaddition reaction of azides and alkynes was successfully accelerated by
the pressure generated in DAC. This is the first example of high pressure accelerated 1,3-dipolar
cycloaddition in the solid state. The reaction rate increased with elevating pressure, and became 103
times faster at 1.15 GPa than under atmospheric pressure. The origin of the reaction rate acceleration
was demonstrated to be the negative activation volume, that is, the TS is more compact than the
substrate. High pressure also favours this addition reaction as the product has a smaller volume than
the substrate. We believe that these findings offer important additional insight into pressure
accelerated organic reactions and novel material synthesis.

Crystal Structure of the Full-Length Japanese Encephalitis Virus NS5 Reveals a
Conserved Methyltransferase-Polymerase Interface
As a genus of viruses in the family Flaviviridae among positive-strand RNA viruses,
flaviviruses have more than 70 members, often causing human encephalitis and hemorrhagic
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diseases. Among these, the mosquito-borne species include important human pathogens such as
dengue (DENV), yellow fever (YFV), West Nile (WNV), and Japanese encephalitis (JEV) viruses,
affecting about one-third of the world population, mostly in tropical and subtropical regions. The
10-11 kb positive-sense flavivirus RNA genome contains both 5 and 3 untranslated regions (UTRs)
and a single open reading frame that is translated into a large polyprotein. The genome bears a cap 1
structure (N7MeG5-ppp-5A2OMe) at its 5 end, while its 3 end is not poly-adenylated. The polyprotein
is processed into three structural and seven non-structural proteins. Among those, the 900-residue
non-structural protein 5 (NS5) comprises an N-terminal methyltransferase (MTase) domain, and a
C-terminal RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) region. However, whether and how
inter-regulations take place between the two enzymes of NS5 remain elusive.
The research group of Peng Gong at Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences solved the first full-length crystal structure of flavivirus NS5. The work was published on
August 8th, 2013 in PLoS Pathogens. The structure depicts defined intra-molecular interactions
between RdRP and MTase. Key hydrophobic residues in the RdRP-MTase interface are highly
conserved in flaviviruses, indicating the biological relevance of the observed conformation. This
work paves the way for further dissection of the inter-regulations of the essential enzymatic activities
of NS5 and exploration of possible other conformations of NS5 under different circumstances. The
conserved interface revealed by this structure may provide possibilities for the pharmaceutical
community in the development of anti-flavivirus drug in a broad-spectrum manner.
This work has been recommended by Dr. Subhash Vasudevan and colleagues in Faculty of
1000 Prime with highlights “Good for teaching”, “Novel drug target”, and “Technical advance”.
Notable descriptions include “The authors made a vivid and detailed comparison of this full-length
structure with previously published MTase and RdRP structures and provided an in-depth dissection
of structure-function relationship of NS5.” and “The improved understanding of the full-length NS5
structure can contribute to ongoing drug discovery efforts to identify potent antivirals for clinical
application and to study its interaction with other viral/host factors.”.
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The crystal structure of the full-length Japanese Encephalitis Virus NS5.

Crystal structure of the first JMJ family H3K4 demethylase
Genomic DNA and histone are the main components of chromatin, which regulate gene
expression and therefore exert biological functions. Residues at the histone tails are subjected to
modifications from different chemical groups, which cause chromatin structural changes and alter
gene expression level. This is one class of epigenetic modifications, among which methylation is the
most important histone modification. Therefore, to elucidate how histone methylases and
demethylases specifically recognize different lysine sites has always been the focus of epigenetics.
Crystal structures of JMJ family H3K9, H3K27 and H3K36 demethylases have been reported, which
have clarified the molecular mechanism of their substrate specificity, whereas structural information
for H3K4 demethylases has long been absent. In a recent work, Qifa Zhang group, Daoxiu Zhou
group from Huazhong Agricultural University and Zhiyong Lou group from Tsinghua University
cooperatively characterized a H3K4 demethylase from rice and solved its crystal structure, which has
been published online in Plos Genetics.
Biochemical analysis revealed that JMJ703 from rice can specifically erase H3K4 methylation.
To understand how JMJ703 exert its demethylase activity, they solved the crystal structure of
JMJ703 core domains (refered as c-JMJ703 hereafter) in apo form and in complex with cofactor
analog NOG, substrate H3K4me3 peptide.

Utilizing BSRF, they obtained c-JMJ703 crystal structure at 2.8Å resolution. c-JMJ703 has an
overall structure that is similar to other JMJD2A subfamily proteins with known structures and is
composed of JMJN domain, long-beta sheet domain, mixed domain and JMJC domain. Catalytic site
is located in JMJC domain, while the other three domains are distributed on two sides of JMJC
domain, showing a sandwich-like structure.
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By solving complex structures, they found some key residues in c-JMJ703 catalytic core. Those
residues are involved either in interaction with cofactor or in specific recognition of H3K4me3
peptide. Complex structure of c-JMJ703 and cofactor analog NOG show that, the interaction
between c-JMJ703 and cofactor is conserved in JMJ family proteins. Complex structure of c-JMJ703
and H3K4me3 peptide revealed the preliminary mechanism of H3K4me3 recognition. By comparing
the complex structure with other JMJ family protein-peptide complexes, they observed that
c-JMJ703 adopted a quite different substrate binding mode. As other domains in JMJ703 might
participate into substrate recognition, most residues in the peptide are invisible in c-JMJ703 and
H3K4me3 complex structure because of the low affinity.
This is the first report of an atomic structure of H3K4 demethylase and also the first crystal
structure of an epigenetic modification modulator from rice. This work would have a significant
influence on epigenetics field. We expect more structural information to help us have a better
understanding of the molecular mechanism of H3K4 demethylation.

Structure of the Type VI Effector-Immunity Complex (Tae4-Tai4) Provides Novel
Insights into the Inhibition Mechanism of the Effector by Its Immunity Protein
The T6SS (type VI secretion system), a recently discovered macromolecular machine, is widely
found in Gram-negative bacteria. The bacteria containing the T6SS are involved not only in
pathogenesis but also in interspecific competition. Virulence effectors are delivered by T6SS to the
periplasmic space of the recipient and subsequently rupture peptidoglycan. Meanwhile, the cognate
immunity proteins were employed to protect the donor cells against the toxic effectors. A joint team
from Peking University and Institute of High Energy Physics has gained structural insights into
Effector-Immunity Complex (Tae4-Tai4). Their research has been published on February 22th, 2013
in Journal of Biological chemistry. This paper has been cited ~20 times.
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The crystal structures of Tae4 from Enterobacter cloacae and Tae4-Tai4 complexes from both E.
cloacae and Salmonella typhimurium have been determined using synchrotron radiation at BSRF.
The Tai4 protruding loop insertion triggers a 180° flipping of W122 (Tae4), which make
hydrophobic interactions with T91 (Tai4). In the complex structure, W122 is located above the
catalytic residue H128, thereby limiting the spatial position and movement of H128.
The effector Tae4 adopts a typical NlpC/P60 fold and behaves as a monomer in solution.
Catalytic triad (C-H-D) can be found in N- and C-subdomain, respectively. Furthermore, the catalytic
triad is solvent-exposed and is required for the Tae4 activity. The immunity protein Tai4 adopts a
superhelical conformation and exsits as a dimer in solution. Small-angle Xray Scattering data reveals
that the Tae4-Tai4 complex is heterotetramer in solution, consisting of two Tae4 molecules and two
Tai4 molecules. Notably, two Tai4 molecules bind to the N- and C-subdomain of Tae4, respectively.
SPR data support the idea that the C-subdomain of Tae4 is a major determinant of the Tae4-Tai4
interaction.
Structural alignments show that the immunity protein Tai4 employs a protruding loop to insert
into the catalytic pocket of Tae4, resulting in induction of the closed conformation of the lid loop of
Tae4. The inhibition is achieved through blocking the access to the catalytic sites. These results
reveal a novel and unique inhibition mechanism in effector-immunity pairs, and will improve our
understanding of the T6SS role in interspecies competition. Moreover, our finding, together with
previous reports, show that the regulation of the active-site histidine residue may be an important
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step in inhibition of Tae members, thereby defining the active-site histidine residue as a target of
anti-pathogenic drugs.
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1W1A-Diffuse Scattering Station
(1) Operation
During the periods of dedicated synchrotron radiation running in 2013, X-ray diffuse scattering
experiment station provided X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray reflection (XRR), grazing incidence
X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) and grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) for 55
research projects. The users came from several institutes of Chinese Academy of Sciences and
universities in China. The research projects distributed over various fields, including wide-band gap
semiconductor thin films, iron-based superconductors, soft condensed maters, polymer thin films,
nano-porous materials and so on.
(2) Improvement of beamline and station
In this year, facilities in the optics hutch and the experimental hutch were upgraded in chief as
the following aspects: (1) Several vacuum gauges was replaced on the beamline; (2) The low
temperature sample environment was further developed, and in situ 2D-GIXRD experiment could be
launched under 173K～623K;(3) The off-line test of the SDD detector was completed, which can be
used in the newly-developed experimental technique, the multi-layer membrane reflection X-ray
standing wave technique.

(a)
Fig. 1

(b)

(a) The low temperature environment used for 2D-GIXRD experiment;(b) The DCS

350 Domed Cooling Stage（173K～623K）, which can be mounted on the five-circle X-ray
diffractometers.
(3) Research highlights
User from Institute of Chemical characterized the stacking structure of the pure Bis-PDI-T-EG,
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PBDTTT-C-T and their 1:1 blended film with the 2D-GIXRD method provided by X-ray diffuse
scattering experiment station. Their related result was published on Adv. Mater. (2013, 25,
5791-5797).

Fig. 4 2D-GIXRD data from the pure Bis-PDI-T-EG, PBDTTT-C-T and their 1:1 blended film
1W1B-XAFS Station
(1) Operation
During the year 2013, there are two dedicated synchrotron radiation beamtimes for users:
The total opening time of XAFS beamline reached 84 days. 68 research projects have conducted
experiments. The equipment runs stably. Users are mainly from universities and intuitions all
over the country, and chemical research, material fields, experiment science make up 30%, 35%,
25% separately in these users. 37 papers have been published by the stuff and users with 4.65 of
an average impact factor, among which 17 papers belong to the top journals.
(2) Functional extension and expansion on XAFS station
 The application of Quick-scanning XAFS (QXAFS) method
The QXAFS system performed well since June 2012. It shortens the sampling time of EXAFS
spectrum down to few seconds, which is more efficient than the conventional method. In 2013,
we continued optimizing the software interface and expanding its function. Up to now, the
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QXAFS system could run normally both at 1W1B and 1W2B beamline, interchange quickly with
the conventional mode, sample automatically in cycle and in many ways in order to meet
different conditions. Some dynamic process have been studied by the QXAFS combined with in
situ reaction devices or extreme experimental conditions, such as low temperature, high
temperature, liquid reaction and so on. The research team of Shi-Qiang Wei in University of
Science and Technology of China employed the QXAFS method to study hexane-driven
icosahedral to cuboctahedral structure transformation of gold nanoclusters, and the team of
Jian-Zhong Jiang from Zhejiang University also made use of the QXAFS system to study
negative expansions of interatomic distances in metallic melts. The results were published
respectively at JACS 2012, 134, 17997-18003 and PNAS 2013, 110, 10068-10072. The team of
Xiong-Han Feng in Huazhong Agricultural University applied the self-made liquid reaction cell
and QXAFS system to simulate the formation and transformation of environmental metastable
mineral. The followed figures have shown the experimental process and results.

Fig.1 Experiment Field
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Fig. 2 Experiment results
 Different ways to measure surface XAFS
As shown in Fig.5.1.4-3, two different ways have been used to measure surface XAFS:
 Fluorescence mode: easy to operate, wide range of application, but S/N is not good.
Reflection mode: more suitable for analysis of multilayer interface, but the spectrum is hard
to resolve.
The two modes of surface XAFS have been used to do experiment on beamline after a series
of tests. Some good results are showed in Fig. 4.

Fig.3 The schematic figure of measuring surface XAFt)

（a）Fluorescence mode

（b）Reflection mode
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（c）The change of Fe oxidation state in photocatalytic nano film with thickness
Fig.4 The experimental results of surface XAFS
1W2A-SAXS station
(1) Operation
In 2013, SAXS station was opened to users in parasitic and dedicated modes. 545 h of
parasitic beam time were supplied to 23 users’ projects from 17 institutions in 2013. From June 9
to July 19, the first dedicated running of SAXS station provided 822 h of beam time to 27 users’
projects came from 18 institutions. From September 22 to November 4, the second dedicated
running of SAXS station provided 898 h of beam time to 34 users’ projects distributed in 24
institutions. In total, SAXS station supplied 2265 h of beam time for users in 2013. The
experimental modes included normal SAXS, WAXS, SAXS/WAXS, and GISAXS. In-situ
heating, stretching, and time-resolved environments were used.
(2) Improvement of beamline and station
In 2013, the maintenance and upgrade of the SAXS station included: a) redesign and
construction of a new support stage for SAXS camera. This new support system is 6 meter in
length and has a stable structure as shown in Fig. 5.1.5-1. The twin-rail-runway design of the
support stage guarantees the invariance of the moving direction of the equipment on the stage.
Multiple horizontal- and vertical-adjustable steadiers on the support stage are very convenient for
the collimation of SAXS camera and the replace of different SAXS detectors; b). Millisecond
time-resolved SAXS measurements have been supplied for users by using a Pilatus detector. At
present, a 30 millisecond time-resolution capacity has been applied to probe the in-situ
crystallization process of polymers materials under rheology fields; c). An in-situ SAXS sample
cell was designed and fabricated for liquid and colloid samples as shown in Fig. 5.1.5-2. The
circulating hot water is used to heat the sample in a temperature range from room temperature to
90oC. This sample cell can be used for in-situ SAXS study of liquid and colloid samples changed
with temperature.
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Fig.1 A new support stage for the small angle X-ray scattering camera at beamline 1W2A.

Fig.2 A heating sample cell for in-situ small angle X-ray scattering measurements of liquid
or colloidal samples.
1W2B-Biological Macromolecule Crystallography Station
(1) Operation
Total 87 teams from institutes and universities of China carried out their experiments on
1W2B station of BSRF. The percent of the effective time was greater than 90% during this
dedicated operation.
(2) Research Highlights
Sixteen papers with data collected from 1W2B were published on some journals such as
Nature commun, Plos Genetic,Cell Research, JSR et al in 2013. SAMHD1 is a dGTP-activated
deoxynucleoside triphosphate triphosphohydrolase (dNTPase) whose dNTPase activity has been
linked to HIV/SIV restriction. The mechanism of its dGTP-activated dNTPase function remains
unclear. Recent data also indicate that SAMHD1 regulates retrotransposition of LINE-1 elements.
The 1.8-Å crystal structure of homotetrameric SAMHD1 in complex with the allosteric activator
and substrate dGTP/dATP were reported by Yong Gong from institute of high energy physics and
Xiao-Fang Yu from Tianjin University. The structure indicates the mechanism of
dGTP-dependent tetramer formation, which requires the cooperation of three subunits and two
dGTP/dATP molecules at each allosteric site. Allosteric dGTP binding induces conformational
changes at the active site, allowing a more stable interaction with the substrate and explaining the
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dGTP-induced SAMHD1 dNTPase activity. The result was published on nature communication
on 12 Nov 2013.
Solar-driven water splitting to produce hydrogen may be an ideal solution for global energy and
environment issues. Among the various photocatalytic systems, platinum has been widely used to
co-catalyse the reduction of protons in water for hydrogen evolution. However, the undesirable
hydrogen oxidation reaction can also be readily catalysed by metallic platinum, which limits the
solar energy conversion efficiency in artificial photosynthesis. The group of Prof. Huajia Yang
from East China University of Science and Technology developed a new cocatalyst: Oxidized
Platinum

Cluster,

which

can

unidirectional

suppression

of hydrogen oxidation

in

photocatalytic water splitting. This platinumbased cocatalyst in a higher oxidation state can act as
an efficient hydrogen evolution site while suppressing the undesirable hydrogen back-oxidation.
The findings in this work may pave the way for developing other high-efficientcy platinum-based
catalysts for photocatalysis, photoelectrochemistry, fuel cells and water–gas shift reactions. This
result was published on nature communication on 17 Sep 2013.
3W1A-Biological Macromolecule Crystallography Station
(1) Operation
Researchers from 54 teams from institutes and universities of China carried out their
experiments on 3W1A station of BSRF and collected more than500 diffraction data in 2013. The
percent of the effective time was greater than 90% during this dedicated operation.
(2) Research Highlights
Based on the work of 3W1A, twelve papers were published in 2013 and the journals where
they published includePlos Pathogen, JBC, JV, PlosOne et al.For example, the crystal-structure of
the full-length Japanese encephalitis virus NS5 was determined by Prof. Peng Gong from Wuhan
Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences.This structure provides the first
high-resolution readout of NS5 in its integrity, featuring an MTase-RdRP interface that is highly
conserved in flaviviruses.The conserved interface revealed by the structure may provide
possibilities for the pharmaceutical community in the development of anti-flavivirus drug in a
broad-spectrum manner. This result was published on “Plos Pathogen” (2013, 9(8), e1003549).
The complex structures of Tae4-Tai4 from Enterobacter cloacae and Salmonella typhimurium
were solved by Prof. Yuhui Dong from Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of
Sciences. Their studies provided novel insights into the inhibitionmechanism of the effectors by
theirimmunity proteins. This result was publishe on the journal “J. Bio. Chem” (2013, 288(8),
5928-5939).
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3B1- LIGA and X-ray Lithography Stations
(1) Operation
1404 hours’ beamtime were offered to 17 users during the two rounds of dedicated synchrotron
radiation running in 2013. 15 users were LIGA station users and 2 were nano-lithography station
users
(2) Research Highlights
Fabrication and photovoltaic application of silicon nanostructures by Cesium Chloride
self-assembly lithograph
Cesium Chloride (CsCl) self-assembly lithography is a kind of molecules self-assembly
technology. Very thin films of CsCl deposited on a hydrophilic substrate when exposed to water
vapor under controlled conditions will reorganized into hemispherical island arrays. Then, we can
use the inductively coupled plasma (ICP) dry etching to fabricate nanopillars on other materials
with CsCl nanoislands as masks.By this method, we have produced CsCl nanoislands with
average diameter ranging from 50 nm to 1500 nm, and silicon nanopillars with different
morphology, average diameters and height are fabricated with these nanoislands as masks.
Moreover, various kinds of nanostructure texturtes have been fabricated on silicon wafer surface,
such as nanoscrews, nanoholes, pyramid-nanopillard, pyramid-nanoholed, and so on. Meantimes,
under laboratory conditions, we have tried many methods to make P-N junction and electrodes
for solar cell. Solar cells with various kinds of texture surface are fabricated by CsCl
self-assembly lithography technology to improve the photovoltaic conversion efficiency (PCE),
which improves from 12.18% for planar solar cell to 15.35% for nanotextured one. The figures
reveal the various kinds of nanostructures made by CsCl self-assembly lithography technology
and the silicon solar cell with nanotexture made under laboratory conditions.
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Fig.1 SEM images of different nanostructures made by CsCl self-assembly lithography
technology: (a) nanopillars with high aspect ratio; (b) nanocones; (c) nanoscrews; (d) nanoholes;
(e) pyramid-nanopillars; (f) pyramid-nanoholes; (g) mirco-nano pillars; (h) silicon solar cell with
nanotexture.
4W1A-X-ray Imaging Station
(1) Operation
During the dedicated operation for synchrotron radiation from Jun.9 to Jul.19,2013, X-ray
imaging station provided 864 hours beam time for the users. There are total 39 user projects
carried out at X-ray imaging station. During the dedicated operation for synchrotron radiation
from Sep.22 to Nov.4, 2013, X-ray imaging station provided 876 hours beam time for the users.
There are total 33 user projects carried out at X-ray imaging station.
(2) Construction and development of station
An X-ray imaging laboratory is established this year. The laboratory provides two set of x-ray
source which are Rigue RU200 source and YXLON MG165 source. A Grating-based imaging
platform is
constructed .
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Fig.1 (a)The Grating-based imaging platform. (b)The Morie fringe observed on the detector.
(c)The measured shifting curve of the system. (d)The projective image of a PMMA cylinder
sample obtained at the top position of shifting curve.
(3) Research highlights
 Based on cosine curve fitting rocking curve(CFR), we put forward a simple method for
information-separation in diffraction enhanced imaging. With this method we can obtain the
absorption, refraction and scattering information with only three images. The image quality
with CFR is as good as the images acquired by MIR method which need at least seven
images obtained at the different position of rocking curve. The research result is shown in
Fig.2 and Fig.3 and published in Acta Phasica Sinica (Acta Phasica Sinica, 62(2013)124202).
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吸收像
Absorption image

折射像

散射像

refraction image

scattering image

Fig.2 The upper three images are the absorption, refraction and scattering images using CFR
method respectively. The nether three images are the corresponding absorption, refraction and
scattering images using MIR method.

（a）

（b）

Fig.3 The quantitative comparison of (a)absorption image and (b)refraction image between
CFR and MIR. The positions to plot the intensity profiles are marked in Fig.2 with solid line.
 The research group from University of Science and Technology of China studied the 3D
micro-structure of the Electrode materials of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (Ni-YSZ) by Ni
absorption edge imaging method. They compared the evolution of micro-structure between
untested sample and the sample tested for 20 hours to analyze the influence of
micro-structure to the electrical properties. The results shown as Fig.4 and Table1 provided
that the Ni grains grew and gathered after testing with the debasement of connectivity. The
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changes of Ni grain size will alter the structure of the battery anode, resulting in an effect on
its electrochemical performance. The three-phase interface is the important structure
parameters of the battery electrode which can indicate the Electrode performance. The study
shows that the length of the three-phase interface reduced after the 20-hour testing.

Fig.4 (a) The projective image and (b) the 3D reconstructed image of untested Ni-YSZ.
Table1 The computed parameters of untested Ni-YSZ
未测试 Ni-YSZ（Before testing）
Volume fractions of Ni (%)

22.5

Volume fractions of YSZ (%)

47.2

Volume fractions of pore (%)

30.3

Connected Ni (%)

97.4

Connected YSZ (%)

99.3

Connected porosity (%)

97.1

TPB length (m/cm3)

6.25 ×105

Connected TPB length (m/cm3)

5.58 ×105
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4W1B-Micro-X-ray Fluorescence Analysis Station
(1) Operation
In 2012 there are two dedicated beamtime operations. From June. 21st, 2012 to July.27th, 2012, 23
user programs have been carried out in the first run with effective beamtime of 784hrs. From Sept.
15th, 2012 to Nov. 1st, 2012, 16 user programs have been carried out in the second run with
effective beamtime of 828hrs. During the two operations modes are performed: 1) -XRF and
-XAS spectromicroscopy are available by using toroidal mirror and capillary lens for focusing
and the double crystal monochromator for monochromatization; 2) -XRF spectromicroscopy are
available by using toroidal mirror and capillary lens for focusing and the high throughput
multilayer monochromator for monochromatization. In addition, preliminary X-ray fluorescence
microtomography was also carried out during this run.
Owing to the stability and reliability of the beamline, the users has achieved plenty of
breakthroughs in physics, chemistry, environmental sciences, mineralogy sciences, biomedicine,
materials sciences, forensic sciences, archaeology, public safety and other scientific area, etc. For
instance, large scale tissues from faunas and floras are investigated either by non-destructive
-compositional -XRF and mapping analysis, or by speciation and valence analytical -XAS
technique. In addition, the application of -XAS in high pressure physics has achieved significant
progresses. In 2013 there are two runs of dedicated beamtime. From June.9th, 2013 to July.19th,
2013, 16 user programs have been carried out in the first run with effective beamtime of
797.09hrs. From Sept. 22nd, 2013 to Nov. 4th, 2013, 20 user programs have been carried out in the
second run with effective beamtime of 909.26hrs. During the two runs, the high-throughput
microscopic fluorescence mapping technique was available. The X-ray was firstly
monochromatized using the double multilayer monochromator. The focusing was conducted
using toroidal mirror for first focusing and poly-capillary lens for secondary focusing. The
microscopic X-ray beam is used for scanning the -XRF mapping. During the two runs, we also
performed preliminary tests of -XRF based tomography.
Along with the normal operation of the instrument, we continue to improve the experimental
techniques that are currently available. For instance, we have modified our data-collection for
automation in 2013. In the automated scanning system, the counts of the first ionic chamber are
compared with the default threshold for each point before measuring next point. This strategy
could not only avoid the difficulty in resetting experiment when beam is off, but also facilitate the
continuous mapping during the injection time. The benefit is remarkable as to save the precious
beam time for users. Such an innovation increases the efficiency of experiment and relieves the
long-stretching waiting and tiredness of experimenters, which is a humanity demonstration of our
user-supporting efforts.
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Owing to the stability and reliability of the beamline, the users has achieved plenty of
breakthroughs in physics, chemistry, environmental sciences, mineralogy sciences, biomedicine,
materials sciences, forensic sciences, archaeology, public safety and other scientific area, etc. For
instance, large sub-millimeter scale samples from medicine, faunas and floras are extensively
investigated either by non-destructive -compositional -XRF and mapping analysis. It is found
that the -XRF based techniques are an important experimental technique for many research
areas, such as medical sciences, environmental sciences and biological sciences.
(2) Experimental Techniques and methods development, user support
 Optimization of -XRF tomography
The microscopic fluorescence tomography can be used to measure the 3d elemental
distribution by using 3d tomography method without cutting slices. We have improved the
scanning mode-scanning circle by circle, and revised the data collection software. Without
interrupting the beamtime of users, we have optimized the fluorescence tomography within a
limited time. As shown in Fig.1, the sample is a glass capillary filled with Bromine liquid. This
method will be accessible to users as more experience being accumulated.

Fig.1 (left) experimental setup for fluorescence tomography at 4W1B of Beijing
Synchrotron Radiation Facility; (middle) image of the real sample in experiment; (right) 3d
distribution of the Br element.
 Automatic 2d scanning
The average time for 2d fluorescence microscopy is on a scale of 4-5 hours. Some data might be
empty due to the beam-off during measuring time (Fig.5.1.10-2).To solve this problem, an
automatic correction module was added in the data-collection software. The counts of first ion
chamber were monitored and the scanning can be stop if the beam is off.
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Fig.2 A snapshot of the status of beam-offs
 Guides for sample preparation, data processing and publication
To help new users perform -XRF experiment, we prepared some guidance for preparation
of samples. Meanwhile, many new users are not familiar with fluorescence method due to lack of
physics background. Accordingly, we prepared a whole new package of guidance, including brief
introduction of the principles of fluorescence analysis, tutorial of data processing, and a
collection of papers published by our users since 2008. The whole package is publically shared
via the following link:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/svi8yexeq49ie9x/cCo1q-Tv0N
Meanwhile, the staffs at 4W1B are also actively helping new users to draft beam-time application
proposals, design experiments, perform data analysis and write publications. In this way, we
believe our users can obtain experimental results timely and the researches can be accelerated.
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Fig. 3 Procedures for preparing biological samples
(3) Research Highlights
 High pressure XAS on zinc-blende structure ZnS up to 31.7 Gpa
This year has witnessed a drastic progress of both methodology and application research
activities in 4W1B. We have successfully combined the two-step X-ray focusing techniques
which is enabled by polycapillary lens and toroidal mirror, and the diamond anvil cell techniques,
and reported for the first time a novel high pressure XAS system which can effectively suppress
the Bragg peak from diamond. Owing to the large angular divergence of capillary lens, the Bragg
peak from diamond is effectively broadened. Meanwhile, the staff at 4W1B also innovatively
used the transmissive silicon thin diodes for monitoring incident and output beam. This also helps
to suppress the Bragg peak in the transmission mode XAFS experiment. Thanks to the large
angular divergence from capillary lens, the transmissive diamond or silicon diodes can be readily
used for monitoring beam intensity in the energy-scan experiments. The results is published in
the renowned synchrotron journal: Journal of Synchrotron Radiation, 20 (2013) 243.
The method was partially open to some users and many high pressure EXAFS data were obtained
in a series of interesting materials, e.g. ZnS，ZnO，Ge，GeO2，GeTe，Bi2Se3，BiFeO3. The
experimental results are under further analysis and results will be published in the next years. The
first result published by group lead by Prof. Xiang Wu from Peking Univ., is the high pressure
XAFS on zinc blende ZnS up to the 31.7 Gpa
 2d elemental analysis explains the interactions between mercury and selenium in plants
Dr. Jiating Zhao of Prof. Yuxi Gao’s group in the multidisciplinary center of Institute of
High Energy Physics, has studied the interactions among mercury and selenium in plants using
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the 2d elemental analysis in 4W1B. The major results has been published in Metallomics,
(2013),5, 896.
 2d mapping and food science
Prof. Weidong Wu, Hainan University, has used the 2d mapping of 4W1B, to study the
heavy metal pollution of lettuce. The results was published in J. Agric. Food Chem. 2013, 61,
4715−4722.
 2d mapping in environmental sciences, pharmacology and nanomedicine
Our new users from Northwest and Northeast part of China conducted a series of interesting
researches using the fluorescence mapping method of 4W1B. For instance, Dr. Ceng Li from Prof.
Lixing Wei’s group, Northwest Institute of Plateau Biology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, has
studied the pharmacology of Tibetan medicine. (Fig.5.1.10-7) Dr. Jieting Wu from Prof. Li
Wang’s group, Harbin Institute of Technology, performed studies on the polluted reeds
4W2-High Pressure Research Station
(1) Operation
During the two runs of dedicated synchrotron radiation mode in 2013, totally 27 research projects
from 18 units and 1716.03 hours (~72 days) beam time were arranged, 261 samples were tested.
52 research papers by users or staffs have been published in 2013. 50 of them are indexed by SCI.
(2) Science Highlights
 High pressure single-crystal diffraction method
By the end of 2013, the high pressure single-crystal diffraction method has been verified in
several runs. Right now, users can apply for single-crystal beam time. The main performances of
the single-crystal system are:
 ω range: -25˚—25 ˚
 sample size: < 30 μm×30 μm×30 μm
 distance from sample to detector: ~185 mm
 X-ray energy: 20 keV (0.6199 nm)
 d: > 0.85 Å
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 Positioning accuracy of sample: Better than 5 μm

Fig.1 Layout of high pressure single-crystal diffraction system
 Feasibility tests of dynamic loading research
In the 12th Five Year Plan pre-research project of new high energy photon sources (HEPS), the
high-pressure experiment station is charged with the "ultra-high pressure dynamic measurement
system" subproject. As a part of the subproject, we plan to take some dynamic loading research at
4W2 beam line. In order to understand the minimum explore time to get a diffraction spectrum,
we borrowed a Pilatus 1M detector from diffraction experiment station to make a test in
September. Fig. 5.1.11-2 shows the results.
From the results we know that, under high pressure conditions, we can get spectrums with good
enough SNR using high diffraction ability samples in min 20 ms. In this condition, some dynamic
loading experiments can be carried out at 4W2 beamline.

Fig. 2 Test results using Pilatus detector. Pt foil with 5 μm thickness under 50 GPa.
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4B7-Mid-energy and Soft X-ray Optics Stations
(1) Operation
In 2013, 4B7A medium energy X-ray experimental station supplied efficient machine time
of 787 hours for users in the first stage of dedicated synchrotron radiation, in the period of which
17 project topics were finished. In the second stage, this station supplied efficient machine time
of 837 hours for users and 28 project topics were finished. In the total machine time, the
experiments on environment science occupied 52.2 percent; the experiments on material science
occupied 25.2%; the calibration of detectors and filters occupied 22%. In addition, this station
also supplied machine time of 431 hours for users in the period of parasitic mode of synchrotron
radiation.
(2) Experimental instruments and techniques
For 4B7A experimental station, the focus of work is to improve the method of absorption
measurement for liquid sample in this year. Different package for liquid sample was adopted for
different energy region of X-ray both for improving the data quality of fluorescence of interest
and for convenience of operation. Now, the liquid sample was measured in Helium gas with 1
atmosphere, and measurement in vacuum is our next aim. The machine time spend on liquid
sample occupied 22.8 percent of the total machine time in this year. The representative result is
the measurement of Ca K-edge XANES in liquid, which is from research group in Beijing
University( Du, Bian et al. Crystal Growth & Design13(7): 3103-3109)
4B7B Soft X-ray Optics Station
(1) Operation
 Metrology
During 2013, the 4B7B beamline successfully completed the routine calibration of X-Ray
optics elements. In the dedicated synchrotron radiation mode in June and October, 71 X-Ray
Detectors (XRDs), 136 soft x-rayband-pass filters and 10X-ray planar mirrors had been calibrated.
Photoemission quantum efficiency of 18 Soft X-ray photocathodesand fluorescenceyields of 50
scintillators had been calibrated. The micro-channel plate is regarded as a newbie soft x-ray
band-pass optic element. Its angle-depend soft x-ray transition rate had been carefully measured.
The experimental results are fine and the calibration accuracymeets the requirement.
 Spectroscopy
Soft X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy is a powerful tools to discover unoccupied electronic
structure of materials. 4B7B beamline was provided a lot of beam time for some users who were
engaged in materials study.
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The team led by Dr. Zhong Jun in Suzhou University concentrated on the nanostructures catalyst
study. They synthesized carbon-coated hematite nanostructures for solar water which showed a
remarkable photocurrent of 2.1 mA cm_2 at 1.23 V vs. RHE, compared to a value of 0.5 mA
cm_2 for hematite without the carbon layer. The carbon layer is a few nm thick covering the
surface of hematite nanostructures. X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy and X-ray absorption
spectroscopy revealed that the electronic structure of hematite was significantly modified with
the existence of oxygen vacancy, which was responsible for the remarkable photocurrent. The
carbon layer plays an important role for the appearance of oxygen vacancy.
That research was pressed on the Journey of Energy Environment Science.2013, 6,1965.（EES
2013，IF=11.6)
 X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD)
A new soft X-ray magnetic circular dichroism apparatus had been setup in 2013 at the Beijing
Synchrotron radiation facility. This device can provide a magnetic field alignment along X-ray
incoming direction. The max magnetic field achieve to 0.5 Tesla. The sample can be performed
XMCD measurement in room temperature and this magnetic field direction can be rapidly
changed with dipole electromagnet.
In 2013 September, the first XMCD user came from Institute of Semiconductors Chinese
Academy of Sciences. They studied on a well-known dilute magnetic semiconductor GaMnAs
film. Its keep ferromagnetism in low temperature and transition temperature is about 150K.
However, this group fabricated 3.2nm Fe film on top of the GaMnAs film with Molecule Beam
Epitaxy (MBE) and found film Tc increasing. That film can keep ferromagnetism even in room
temperature. They had used XMCD “tools” to discover the interaction between epitaxy Fe film
and Mn atom in GaMnAs substrate.
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Fig.2 Temperature dependent remanent magnetization of Fe/GaMnAs and the control
sample with H // [001], which may indicate that GaMnAs is still ferromagnetic at room
temperature attributed to the existence of a thin layer of Fe.
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4B8-VUV Station
4B8 beamline is optimized for VUV spectroscopy measurement, especially for steady-state
and dynamic circular dichroism(CD) and fluorescence detections. It is operational under both
synchrotron dedicated and high energy physics mode. Remote access is available for the
fluorescence measurement.
(1) Beamline and Running
Beamline parameters:
Wavelength range：
bandwidth：
Intensity:

125-360 nm
0.8 nm
1010-1011 photons/s/

In 2013, besides the dedicated operations in summer and autumn, 4B8 beamline provided 1957
hour beamtime in both the dedicated synchrotron mode and high energy physics mode. 43 users
come from biological and materials field. The first mirror was replaced by a new one this year
and it turns out that the flux at the sample position increases by factor of 2 to 5 in different
wavelength range.
(2) Fluorescence spectroscopy
Remote access has been available to users for VUV excited fluorescence spectroscopy
measurement at 4B8 since 2009. It has brought a tremendous improvement in experimental
efficiency for VUV fluorescence users, most of them geographically dispersed around China.
This year we see a new breakthrough in remote operation. The first foreign user from India
successfully conducted the experiment by remote access. The remote system has impressed the
user by its reliability and self-reconnection ability. It opens a door for the potential foreign users.
Group from SUN YAT-SEN University published their works on Dalton Transanction as an
insider cover paper. They presented the insight into the lanthanide phosphors by VUV
fluorescency spectroscopy. Group from China Agriculture University performed the synchrotron
radiation circular dichroism (SRCD) measurement to characterize the structure and function of
the histone demethylase (Fig.2(b))
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Fig.2 (a) Eu doped phosphors;(b) SRCD of wild and mutant histone demethylase
(3) Femotosecond XRD development
Our group is also dedicated to the timing experiment development. Based on laser-driven plasma
X-ray souce, we set up the laser-pump/X-ray probe for ultrafast XRD measurment. The system
reached the femtosecond resolution (Fig.3) and it is open to users in 2013. We have seen its
application in superlattice and oxide film fields.

蛋白质
纳米材料攻击

0.6ms

纳米材料攻击

5.6ms

Fig.3 sub-ps phonon oscillation curve of superlattice.
4B9A -XRD station
(1) Operation
In 2013, XRD experimental station was opened to users for two opening periods in
dedicated-mode. In the first opening period (from June 9st to July 19th), XRD station provided
users with 743.9h of beam time to 17 research projects. In the second opening period (from Sep.
22nd to Nov. 4st), total 851.2h of beam time were provided to 15 research projects. The
experimental modes included XRD/SAXS/XAFS and so on.
(2) Improvement of experimental equipments
Utilizing the Mythen detector with read-out time of milliseconds, time-resolving X-ray
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diffraction measurement can be performed at the X-ray diffraction station of the beamline 4B9A.
At present, an in-situ catalytic reaction has been carried out at the station by users. Partial
time-resolving X-ray diffraction patterns are shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Time-resolving X-ray diffraction patterns during an in-situ catalytic reaction.
4B9B-Photoemission Spectroscopy Station
(1) Operation
ccomplishment of the photoemission endstation upgrade engineering work is symbolically
marked by the acceptance approval meeting moderated by the Chines Academy of Sciences in
Sept. 2012, and since then the comprehensive equipment complex is switched from engineering
stage into user operative commissioning phase. In house staffs and users in Beijing area have
been the test user of the equipment since end of 2012 through beginning of the 2013, in the
purpose of acquaintance with it and find out its shortcomings and probable defects. During the
two rounds of dedicated beamtimes in the 2013, there are 31 research projects have been
officially arranged to carry out experiment by the users from research institutes and universities
around China.

The equipment ran safe and stable without stepping into unsolvable

troubleshooting stage.
(2) Scientific
Following the phase shift from endstation upgrading to its normal operational
commissioning to user, in group staffs have time to switch on their own research project plans.
The new member in the group has her start up research project “MBE growth of topological half
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metal Sb thin film, regulation of band structure and synchrotron radiation in situ ARPES study”
granted by National Natural Science Foundation of China under the category for Young Scientists.
Another project “Deconctruction the near edge absorption spectroscopy” has also been approved
through peer review of National Natural Science Foundation. There is a jointly applied research
project “In situ synchrotron radiation photoemission spectroscopy investigation of NiO-ZnO
interface electronic structure” with Dr. Hui-Qiong Wang of Xiamen University has also been
approved for grant. There is one chapter “Photoemission technique” written for the book
“Synchrotron Radiation Source and Its Application (in Chinese)” has officially published by the
Scientific Publisher.
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Beamline specs

Beamline Specs

4B9B- Photoemission Spectroscopy
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 15 - 1000 eV
Resolution (ΔE/E): ~1500
Flux (photons/s): > 1×1010
Beam Size (H×V): < 2×0.8 mm2

4B9A-XRD
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 4 -15 keV
Resolution (ΔE/E): 3×10-4 @ 9 keV
Flux (photons/s): 11010 @ 8 keV
Beam Size (H×V): 2×1 mm2
Angular resolution: 0.9 arc-second

4B8- Vacuum Ultraviolet
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 125-360 nm
Band width: 0.8 nm
Flux (photons/s): 2.0×1010@180 nm
Beam Size (H×V): 2×1 mm2
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Beamline specs

4B7B- Soft X-ray Optics
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 50eV-1700 eV
Resolution (E/△E): ~1000
Flux (photons/s): ~1010 @ Fe L edge
Beam Size (H×V): conducting sample: 1×0.1mm2
nonconducting sample：4×2 mm2

4B7A- Mid-energy Spectroscopy
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: Si (111): 2050 eV-5700 eV
InSb (111): 1750 eV-3400 eV
Flux (photons/s): ~1010 @ S K edge
Resolution (E/△E): ~7000 @ S K edge
Beam Size (H×V): 3×1mm2

4W2- High Pressure Structure
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 10-25 keV（Monochromatic light）
5-35 keV（White light）
Resolution (ΔE/E): 7×10-4 @20 keV
Flux (photons/s): 1.2×109@20 keV
Beam Size (H×V): 26×8 µm2
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Beamline specs

4W1B- X-ray Fluorescence Microanalysis

【Beamline Specs】

Focus Mode

Quasi monochromatic light

Energy Range

Monochromatic light

8 - 15 keV

5 - 18.5 keV

Resolution (ΔE/E)

< 7× 10-2

< 5.5x10-4

Flux (photons/s)

>1× 108 @ 15keV

>1x1010 @ 15keV

Beam Size (H×V)

10 µm

30、50、100 µm

XRF Detectability

Dozens of ppm

1ppm

4W1A- X-ray Imaging

【Beamline Specs】

Imaging Mode
Phase contrast
imaging
nano-resolution
Imaging

Energy Range

Flux (photons/s)

6~22 keV

~1010 @ 8 keV

5~12 keV

~108 @ 8 keV

106

Spatial

Beam Size

Resolution

(H×V)

~10 m

20×10 mm2

30 nm

10×10 m2

50 nm

15×15 m2

100 nm

60×60 m2

Beamline specs

3B1A、3B1B- LIGA and Lithography
【Beamline Specs】
3B1A-LIGA: White light
3B1B-Lithography: 0.5-2 nm

3W1A-Macromolecular crystallography
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 6 - 16 keV
Resolution (ΔE/E): 4×10

－4

11

Flux (photons/sec): 10

2

Beam Size (HxV): 0.8× 0.6 mm

1W2B-Macromolecular crystallography
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 5 - 18 keV
－4

Resolution (ΔE/E): Better than 4×10
12

Flux (photons/sec): 10

Beam Size (HxV): 1× 0.6 mm
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Beamline specs

1W2A-SAXS
【Beamline Specs】
Angular resolution: 0.5 mrad
Energy Range: 0.154 nm
Resolution (ΔE/E): ~10

-3

Flux (photons/sec): ≥1×10

11
2

Beam Size (HxV): 1.2 × 0.3 mm

1W1B-XAFS
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 4 - 25 keV
-4

Resolution (ΔE/E): < 3 × 10 @ 9 keV
11

Flux (photons/sec): > 3×10

@ 10 keV
2

Beam Size (HxV): 0.9 × 0.3 mm

1W1A- Diffuse X-ray Scattering
【Beamline Specs】
Energy Range: 8.05 keV，13.9 keV
Resolution (ΔE/E): 4.4  10 @ 8.05 keV
-4

Flux (photons/sec): >1×10

11

@ 8.05 keV
2

Beam Size (HxV): 0.7 × 0.4 mm
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